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Jaycettes Hur
Paul Fleming At
Meet On Thursday

Voters To Have Pick From
Large Field In Primaries

The Murray-Calloway CotuitY
Jaycettes held their regular
monthly meeting at the home of
Ars. C.P. (Jeanie) Williams on
Ibursday evening.
The president, Mrs. Williams
presided, assisted by the vice
president, Mrs. Pearly (Pat)
McClure and the treasurer, Mrs.
Wayne (Gerry) Elerick. The
secretary, Mrs. Paul (Barbara) The Murray Chapter of the
Fleming was absent due to the National Secretaries Association
Local voters will have a large candidates were in the running in
Mrs. Lillie Farris and Mrs.
birth of a baby troy this week.
International) met Thursday,
to pick from in most of the Ward A but present council
field
their
direct
will
Jennings
Laura
During the business session of May 20, in the Council Room of
in Tuesday's (May 25) member, Max Weaver, has withraces
program
a
in
students
the meeting, the club decided City Hall. This was the first first grade
of Democratic and Republican drawn from the race. Ten names
meeting
the
at
presented
be
to
the
of
name
official
that the
regular meeting and a planning
Primary elections
will be on the ballot in Ward B.
organization of Jaycee wives session for the newly formed the Kirksey School Parentbe on the
will
democrats
Eight
Four of those running in Ward
Tuesday,
on
Association
Teacher
would be the Murray-Calloway club.
the Democratic A are incumbents—Prentice
May 25, at 1:30 p.m. at the school. ballot for
County Jaycettes. The club also
nomination for Governor of Lassiter, Heron B. West, Rex
Dyer, president,
created committees needed to Mrs. Patsy
Kentucky and four GOP hopefuls Alexander and Dave Willis. The
installed
be
will
to
serve
officers
committees
New
appointed
help carry out the work of the
aspirations of winning their other three are John E. Scott,
have
Kay
Mrs.
for
guest,
inspecial
Each
the
coming
year.
the
by
Jaycettes and the president
I3uel E. Stalls and Loyd B. Armet and Smith of Mayfiekt, first vice- party nomination.
committee
dividual
on
serve
to
members
appointed
Four Democrats are vying for nold.
First
District
the
made
year.
the
of
for
their
plans
president
these committees.
Governor
Lieutenant
James Tucker will the
The president and treasurer An announcement of the PTA. Mrs.
three Five incumbents and five
and
nomination
devotion.
the
give
Convention,
District
Kentucky
project
current
the
on
reported
have entered the newcomers comprise the list in
Republicans
now
in
21-23
being
held
May
that the club is undertaking.
Ward B. The incumbents are:
Reports will be given by the field.
are, seated Mrs. Gerald Ray, Some of the club members are Covington, was made. Mrs. Dyer
Roy Starks, James Rudy
Calloway
level,
as
also
-BAUM WOMAN'S Club officers installed for the new year
and
local
chairmen,
committee
the
On
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore, first vice- volunteering time to drive two and Mrs. Anita Thomas, vicepresident; standing, left to right, Mrs. Steve Knott, treasurer;
special guests will be mothers County voters will cast votes for Allbritten, Opal Smith, Howard
Kent Simpson, corresponding mung boys in the community to president, are attending the
Mrs.
and
secretary;
recording
(Betty)
Butterworth,
president; Mrs. Jackie
Fho
will have children entering State Senator from the First ICoenen and Mrs. C.
is
the
on
vice-president.
the mental health center daily convention. Mrs. Dyer
Lowry. The newcomers to the
Calloway,
secretary. Absent when picture made was Mrs.Ed Russell,second
fall.
of
ed
the
in
grade
first
District—compris
The
during the summer months. program at the luncheon.
Hostesses for the social hour Carlisle, Fulton, Graves and council scene are in Ward B:
Lassiter-McKinney Datsun is The next meeting of the will be the members of the
Hickman counties—and State Melvin B. Henley, William R.
June
on
be
will
Murray
Chapter
providing the automobile and
Harold
board.
Mrs.
executive
Representative from the Fifth Furches, Paul Mansfield, Fred
assisting the club with this 21. Reports on the Convention will Fones, president, urges all District—comprised of Calloway Workman and R. L. Ward.
be given.
project.
City voters should remember
Twenty-nine members and one parents and interested persons to and Trigg Counties.
The guest speaker for the
Seventeen persons are running that even though only six persons
guest, Mrs. Betty Baker, were attend this final meeting of the
Paul
Fleming,
was
meeting
school year
in the Democratic Primary for will be nominated from each
The Hazel Wornan's•Club met
president of the Murray- present.
nomination to the Murray City ward,each citizen has the right to
Thursday, May 20, for its final
Calloway County Jaycees. He
registered vote for 12 persons (sLx in each
Only
Council.
meeting of the season. The
Summer missionaries from the answered questions that the club
Democrats who live within the ward) in the City Council elecmeeting was called to order by Baptist Student Union, Murray members had concerning the
city will be allowed to vote in the tion, regardless of the ward in
the President Mrs. Hughes State University, will be honored
Mr. Clarence Horton of 914 Bennett. The devotion was given with a potluck dinner at the BSU relationship of the two clubs,
which the voter lives. It should
City Council election.
Jaycees and Jaycettes.
Coldwater Road comes in to tell by Mrs. Harold Wilkinson,
City voters will nominate six albo be noted that the candidates
on Sunday. May 23, at one Fleming
Center
expressed
apus that the Pine Savrfly is at it followed by the pledge to the flag. p.m. by the members of the
councilmen from each of the two from each ward are listed in two
preciation to the members for
again. The larvae feed on old
wards in Murray, A and B. Seven separate columns on the ballot.
Baptist churches in Murray and their willingness to help the
needles of the tree and year after
milk, 3.5
Nine dairy farmers in Calloway persons are candidates for the six The candidates for the
13,930
cows,
Holstein
The business session included a Calloway County.
with
community
Jaycees
year they can kill fine stands of report on the Senior Citizens Fun
County have been cited by the nominations in Ward A. Eight nomination to the State Senator's
The students have been ap- projects. He spoke specifically of 3er cent, 498 butterfat;
Pine trees.
post are both from Mayfield—
William E. Hendon, Murray, 58 Kentucky Artificial Breeding
Day, held May 15, at the Hazel pointed to serve as missionaries the Murray-Calloway Fair
Ipresent State Senator, Carroll
Baptist Church. A meal was at various places in the United coming up in July. and pointed Jersey cows. 9,343 milk, 5.1 per Association for superior accomplishment in dairy herd
Hubbard, Jr., and Mayfield City
butterfat:
served to the Zil senior ladies of States and one person, Saundra out to the club the areas in
which Tent. 477
Remember last year they at- the Hazel Community.
production. Six of these dairy
Judge, Charles 0. David.
Barrett will be going with Nancy the Jaycettes could best serves
tabled by tbe_ Iliriosanda and
Paul Blalock and Otley White, farmers qualified tor the KARA
- --IM irieer-eamilailana tor the
Nigeria for a summer's
to
Sledd
Fleming told of plans he had for Murray, 104 Jersey cows. 8,824 500 Club by producing an average
defoliated many Pine trees in the
democratic nomination for State
Mrs. J. W. Jones former work on this mission field. Miss
joint meetings of the two clubs on milk, 5.1 per cent, 455 butterfat. af more than 500 pounds of but- Seven persons were cited by Representative from the Fifth
area. The few Pines we had were president of the club, installed
parents, Rev. and Mrs.
Sledd's
a quarterly basis in order to In special recognition of these terfat per cow during the 12 the Murray Police Department District from Calloway County.
covered and we got up on a step the new officers for the coming
Maxwell Sledd, who resided in
evaluate progress and make sigh production records, these months ending September 30. on Friday and Friday night, They are: Ray Roberts, Guy
Ladder and sprayed them, but year. They are Mrs. Gerald Ray,
Murray on their year's furlough,
according to the citation reports.
think of the fellow with several president;
nen were recently presented 1970. They are:
I.ovins and Kenneth C. Imes.
Gerald are missionaries in Nigeria. Ron plans for future projects.
Mrs.
The citations included three
high.
feet
40
were
members
The
following
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of
of
acres
Nith framed Certificates
The eight democratic guberGallimore, 1st vice pres.; Mrs. Rudolph, junior, will serve as a
on
cited
each
were
who
juveniles
present for the meeting: Mrs. Achievement by J. C. Kemp.
Ed Russell, 2nd vice pres.; Mrs. counselor at Camp Rabro.
Murray State University, three counts of no operator's natorial candidates are: Jesse
Mrs. Jeanie Murray, Technician for the
Steve Knott, treasurer; Mrs. Appointed under the Kentucky Gerry Elerick,
Murray, 77 Jersey cows, 10,88f license, improper registration, Cecil, Bert Combs, Wilton Cupp,
Mrs. Pat Mc('lure, Marshall-Calloway Artificial
For your information the Ken- Jackie Butterworth, recording
milk, 5.0 per cent, 549 butterfat; and having no helmet. The other Wendell Ford, Robert Johnson,
are Terry Williams,
Union
Student
Baptist
tucky Division of Forestry
Simpson, Rudd, junior. to Hawaii, Larry Mrs. Phil (Pat) Wolfe, Mrs Van Breeding Cooperative , an afMrs.
Perry Harrison, Murray, 26 citations were one for reckless John Knipper, Earl R. McIntosh
secretary;
Linda) Waugh, Mrs. Joe filiate of KABA.
recommends spraying with
secretary.
Jersey- cows, 10,259 milk, 5.2 per driving, one for speeding and and William Shires. Republicans
to
Washington.
freshman,
Gray,
corresponding
( Charlotte Allbritten, Mrs. Tom
Carbaryl at the rate of 2.5 pounds
running for the nomination for
Tent, 537 butterfat;
Oregon, and Esabelle Ray
driving while intoxicated,one for
(Marry) Parrot, Mrs. Joe (aye) "Farmers who qualify for this
50 per cent wettable powder
the governorship are Tom
The group presented Mrs. sophomore, to Pennsylvania.
and
the
of
intoxicated,
members
while
award
are
driving
six
Rickper 100 gallons of water or
Charles B. Stark, Murray, 68
Emberton, Thurman J. Hamlin,
Hughes Bennett with a charm for Home Mission Board ap. Doran, Mrs. Jimmy (Judy)
man, Mrs. Steve (Phyllisl Kentucky Artificial Breeding Holstein cows, 12,677 7.40 milk, one for public drunkenness.
tablespoons per three gallons of her two years as president of the
Martin, and Samuel
Reid
tx
been
made
have
pointments
water. A *2 per cent rnalathion club. Mrs. J. W. Jones was also
Weatherford, Mrs. Al Jjune ) Association and have more thar
536
per
3.8
cent,
butterfat;
PATIENT
HOSPITAL
Prather.
tx
junior,
,
Beverly Paschall
water base spray may also be given a gift for the installation
Yurcus, Mrs. Don (Shirley) 50 per cent of their cows KABA Thomas. Palmer, Kirksey, 36
Poll watchers across the state
Kansas-Nebraska, David Butler
and Mrs. Dave Wanda ) sired," a spokesman said. "The iolstein cows, 12,677 milk, 4.1 per
used at the rate of one gallon of 53 service.
Doran,
R. Jeffrey of 904 North 18th predict that the Democratic race
0.
Gai
Florida,
to
freshman,
statewide association, composed l'ent. 522
per cent malathion emulsifiable
Houston.
butterfat:
Street, Murray, is now a patient will be between Combs and Ford
Rogers, freshman, to Louisville
of 47 local cooperatives and more
concentrate per 100 gallons of
Refreshments were served to Annelle Parrish, sohpomore, tx
at the Murray-Calloway County and that Governor Louie B.
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Murray,
bred
has
than
McCuiston,
members,
30,000
D.
W.
a
water or four ouunces (half
the ten members present.
Hospital. He is a heart patient Nunes choice, Emberton, will
Simmons
Celia
Mexico,
New
per
3.5
milk,
was
it
14,495
since
over 1,875,000 cows
iolstein cows,
cup ) per three gallons of water.
this is the third time he has take the GOP nomination.
and
freshman, to Louisville, Kathy
arganized in 1946," he added.
Tnt, 521 butterfat;
hospitalized since January The four democratic canbeen
ti
sophomore,
Lockhart,
didates for U. Governor are
Kirksey, 57
Miller
Oliver,
Ken
and
Massachusetts,
herd
Max
on
emphasis
"With
strong
Spray before they defoliate the
R.
John
Beach,
Henry
The Murray Neighborhood Girl improvement through the use of lolstein cows, 13,355 milk, 3.7
freshman, to Idaho.
trees.
Carroll
M.
NAME
Julian
PARENT
Breckinridge,
WRONG
•
Four
butterfat.
at
the
vacation
in
Scouts
spring
507
the
participated
During
proven sires from Select Sires, )er cent,
and James W. Rogers. The
Murray State, the BSU Concert Rivers Safety Councii Shoo at the Inc., and allied good farming Three dairy farmers qualified
Miss Melissa Gilbert, elected 'Continued on Page Fourteen)
Paducah Practices, the organization has .or the KABA 450 Club by
J.
through
C.
tour
Civic
a
in
Choir
made
Center
As Mr. Horton points out, some
as varsity cheerleader for
No injuries were listed on the Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas, Thursday evening.
contributed materially to Ken- )roducing an average ore more
agency needs to take on the task
of butterfat per Murray High School, is the
pounds
Kentucky,
and
West
Arkansas,
450
the
by
in
filed
reports
.han
improvement
accident
ucky's
steady
two
was
spray
"Spring Weather Safet
since not many people can
during the 12 months ending daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
with some thirty students on the
the topic of their presentation in milk and beef production in Tow
several acres of Pine trees with a investigating officers of the
Gilbert, instead of those listed in
30, 1970. They are:
students
other
Eleven
tour.
ieptember
on
spokesman
Department
the Bear Creek Council booth. A recent years," the
hand sprayer, forty feet into the Murray Police
newspaper story on Friday.
the
60
Murray,
Stahler.
in
Home
Mission
participated the
- Jim
Friday and Friday night.
series of posters illustrating concluded.
air
At seven minutes after mid- Board's Beach Ministry at Fort weather signs and precautions to*
night a collision occurred at the Lauderdale, Fla.
be taken in case of Sudden Storm
intersection of Walnut and North Rev. Lloyd Cornell is the and Tornadoes were explained by
to
go
.Shriners
local
Many
director of the Baptist Student
The Friends of the Library
Madisonville, Kentucky today for Third Streets.
girls of Junior Troop 269
Cars involved were a Dodge Union. One hundred new folding
-Organization will meet at the
the Spring Cerermonial.
four door sedan driven by chairs have been obtained for the
Participating in the presenCallgway County Public Library,
Howard Wayne Burkeen of BSU Center through the con- tation were: Lisa Morton. Kelly
May 25, at eight p.m. A
from Elm Grove, Ford, Lisa Hopkins and Mar0
slate of new officers will be
Congratulations to Al Lindsey, Dexter Route One, and a 1963 tributions
Locust Grove, Cherry Corner, Howard, Mrs. James Byrn
presented for the group's apSr. for his shooting ability. He Oldsmobile four door hardtop
Salem, arranged for their part 17 the
Spring,
Sinking
and
Shirley
Randolph
by
owned
proval.
skeet
recent
a
took the honors at
'gram.
driven by Mary Jane Shirley of Memorial, Little Cypress, safet
Arlie Scott, president, urges all
shoot.
Murray First, Olive, and Poplar
Ludlow.
members to be present at the
Police said the Shirley car, Spring Churches, according to
meeting as important tipsiness
south on North Third the recent issue of the Blood
going
will be discussed.
A news article points out that the
LETTERS*,ne EDITORA:
River Bulletin, published by the
The local Friends of the
national debt is so large that it Street, failed to see the stop sign
ee
s•-eamaawieurromeiw
collided associational missionary, Rev.
Library was formed here several
would make a 35 foot wide ribbon at Walnut Street, and
Burkeen car going west Earl Warford,
years ago. It has been an active
of dollar bills that would loop with the
Dear Mr. Williams,
organization through the years,
around the moon and back. It is on Walnut Street.
was on
helping the library program
greater than all the debt of all the Damage to the Dodge
I would like to take this means
Oldthe
to
and
front
right
the
many ways. This organization
world.
countries in the
to publicly express n1 aPsmobile on the left front.
was responsible for the landAlexander
preciation to Mr. Rex
Friday at 6:32 p.m. cars inat the new library
scaping
or the truly outstanding 'Ob
and
Main
at
collision
a
in
volved
hope is to continue
Their
location.
dollar
of
wide
strip
This 35 foot
"The Future of The Christian" has done in his capacity al
a 1963 Chevrolet
with this landscaping project in
bills would go around the equator 6th Streets were
will be the subject of the sermon Chairman of the Parks and
two door owned by Faye Fielder by Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., at
different areas of the library
1552 times
Recreation Committee of the
and driven by Orvis Eugene
grounds.
the 8:45 and .10:50 a.m. services Murray City Council. His interest
Fielder, 1108 Fairlane Drive,
Membership dues are: Inat the First United Methodist and devotion to his job has
Murray, and a 1970 Datsun four (lurch on Sunday, May 23.
Organizations—
dividuals-11.00,
Wonder how long this can go on
imvast
resulted in a fast and
door driven by John Alvin
Membership—
Lifetime
and
The final session in the series provement in our Park fa( dines.
Parham of Alrno Route One.
$15.00. There are approximately
on
Leslie
D.
Weatherhead's
using
Alexander
I
wish
to
thank
Mr.
COMBS TO SPEAK
Police said Fielder, going west
300 members at the present. An
book,"The Will Of God", will be behalf of my children and their
Bert Combs, former governor on Main, had stopped for the conducted at the seven
annual meeting is held each
Rotary
as
of
Murray
the
charter
member
p.m. friends who enjoy the park.
52 YEARS OLD: Vernon Stubblefield, Sr., the only active
of Kentucky who seeks the traffic light at 6th Street when the service at the church.
the traditional "Happy spring and anyone interested in
and
cake
a
with
Thursday
well
92nd
birthday
as
his
for
on
I
as
\
enjo
the
myself,
club
the
by
honored
was
Club,
Democratic nomination for Parham car, also going west on
the library program may join.
The Senior High and Junior park and also appreciate Nlr
Birthday" song. His grandson, Dr. Vernon Shaw Stubblefield, a guest at the meeting, stands at his
Governor in the May 25 primary, Main, collided with the Fielder
paid at the
Dues may be
a
Vernon
for
shown
groups
left,
will
have
(reaching
Howard,
effort,
fellowship
High
Alexander's unselfish
grandfather's left. Leading the song are Rotarians Rudy
will speak to the people of car
Frank Albert Stubblefield, a Calloway County Public Library
Congressman
S.
five
U.
at
from
Park
telegram
the
at
City
cookout
A
a
rburchill.
Ronald
and
high
note)
Murray and Calloway County at Damage to the Chevrolet was/
or to Mrs. Jo Fielder, the present
Respectfully,
p.m. New officers will be elected
son, also was read by Henry Holton. Founded April 4, 1924, the Murray club is in its 48th year, and Mr.
4:30p.m, on Monday May 24 over on the rear end and to the Datsun
treasurer_
B
A
Crass
""*.r.
by the Senior High group.
StubblefiOld- was one of the original members.
on the front end.
fedi° station WNBS.

Secretaries Meet
Here On Thursday

Missionaries
Seen&Heard Hazel Woman's
Club Has Meet Appointed By
Around
Baptist Groups
Murray

First Grades Will
Give Program At
Kirksey Meeting

Seventeen Candidates In
Running For City Council

Local Dairy Farmers Are
Honored For Production

Seven Persons Are
Cited By Polite

of

Girl Scouts Take
Part, Safety Show

No Injuries Listed
In The Accident
Reports By Police

28.

Friends Of Library
Plan Meet Tuesday
At Local Library

Sermon Subject Is
Given For Sunday
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•
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APARTNESS--Sen. Mike Mansfield is taking on a lot of weight in his efforts to
force the Nixon administration into a 50 per cent reduction in U.S. troops in
Europe. Two former presidents, Harry S Truman and Lyndon B. Johnson, big,
big Democrats, side with President Nixon that such a move would be unwise.
Truman once said, during an Eisenhower presidential campaign; "Don't argue
with the president on foreign policy. He knows a lot more than you do."

Ten Years Ago Today
LO

& TIMM FILM

Luther E. Adams, age SS, of Farmington Route One, and Rev.
W. L. Drake of Ripley, Tenn., retired Methodist minister, both
died yesterday.
Mrs. James Rudy Albritten was installed as president of the
Murray Woman's Club for the second year.
The Regional High School Baseball Tournament opens
tomorrow at Holland Field Murray High School.
Miss Janice Cherry of Murray was elected as alternate
cheerleader at Murray State College for next year.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Simmons are the parents of a baby boy
born this week at the Murray Hospital.

Son's 'identity crisis'
has mother concerned

FIL1C

Deaths reported are J. D.(Dellon) Purdom,age 84, of Murray,
and Thomas Edward Shouse,age 81, of Joy, Ky.
James L Johnson,tax commissioner of Calloway County, today
announced that the tax assessment of Calloway County had risen
to over fifteen million dollars for 1951.
Phyllis Herrold and Jim Slattery were named "Miss Body
Beautiful" and "Mr. Body Beautiful" respectively at the annual
Spring Water Carnival held at Murray State College.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Ed F. Settle and a
girl to Mr.and Mrs. J. L Hicks, both on May 16,

30-YearsAgoThisWeek
The temperature in Murray on May 21 rose to a new all time
high of 93.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Mann W.(Lucy)Burkeen, age 72, and
Eugene Woodall, age 68.
Joe Robinson, fleet track star of Murray Training School,
placed first in the 880 yard dash at the State Track and Field Meet
in Lexington.
George Edward Jones is valedictorian and Betty Pogue is
salutatorian of the senior class of thirty members of Murray High
School. Commencement exercises will be on May 30 with Dr.
Hugh McElrath as speaker.
Miss Jane Sexton of Murray and Jack Herpy of Ashtabula,
Ohio, were chosen by the Murray State music faculty as outstanding seniors to graduate in the music department this year.
Dr. J. A. Outland has served as head of the Calloway County
Health Department for twelve years, according to a feature story
published in this week's issue of the Ledger & Times.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Thy seed will I establish forever, and build up thy throne to all
generations.—Psalm 89:4.
By example we train our children. You cannot stay away from
God and expect your children to serve Him.

Isn't It The Truth!
By Carl Riblet Jr.
There are four kinds of sin: sins that catch us
unaware,sins that make us sorry, sins that make us
happy and the sins that cause us the-most suffering
of all 6ecause they are the sins that make us sweat.
No wonder the greatest sinners seem to be those who
are mostly skin and bones.
"Sin sweet beyond forgiving
and brief beyond regret."
—A.C. Swimburne

NEWS SUMMARY

STATE GOvERMWENTS
WEEK OF ACTIVITY
bw.EF

By Gary G. Huddleston
RAIL—Gov. Louie B. Nunn said the solution to the rail industry's current problems does not lie in a federal take over of the
nation's railroads,and called for innovations and concern "before
It is too late" for the companies to help themselves. The remarks
came in an address before We 55th annual Spring Conference of
the Southeastern Assn. of Railroad and Utilities Commistions in
Louisville.
POLICE—Governor Norm announced- four Lrime---Uomrrussion
grants to improve police communications systems in the state.
Two of the grants, to Newport ($59,406) and $48,695 for
Elizabethtown, Muldraugh, Radcliff, Vine Grove and West Point,
will go toward establishment of major regional radio networks in
the two areas. Owensboro and Maysville received lesser amounts
for a training center and portable radio respectively.
RULING—The Court of Appeals held that the state cannot
suspend a person's driver's license if the drunk-driving conviction
on which that action was based is in question or under appeal. The
high court also upheld the state's obscenity law and the conviction
of a book store dealer in McCracken Circuit Court under it.
INDUSTRY—Commerce Commissioner Paul W. Grubbs said
he credits a stepped-up advertising program by his agency and
research into new energgy sources with keeping Kentucky "in the
forefront among states" in terms of industrial development. He
said his most successful advertising campaign, refinancing under
the Kentucky plan, had led to 150 leads, and brought four companies to the state

DID you Acdovv?

„Y\P*,

MULTIPLE SCLEaROSIS
is cCRIPPLER
°THE GREAT
OF YOUNG ADULTS"SkA P

..•
e io.ereor•

0/
1
4.114.etwons Ad••rrts,nit

'1-IVY I. WAIT FOR

that he had become a
'Warlock.' That means male
witch. He said he'd given a man
"What is an 'identity 850 to initiate him into a special
crisis"'" a woman asks. "Our 'coven,' or witches' group. He
son says he's having one. He is paid another $20 for a 'How to
a senior at college. He used to Do It' witchcraft book. It is full
be happy. During his high of incantations, recipes for
school days he had no potions, and black mass
problems. Now he is uncertain ceremonies. My husband now
and moody. He says the world expects to start his own coven.
is hostile and cruel. He believes He will charge $50 a head, and
he's very bright but that make money. Besides that,
everyone else is stupid. Our son he'll be able to be friendly with
has majored in philosophy at the witches. Each morning he
college. He chose that subject spends about half an hour
because he thought it would before the mirror. He combs
reveal the meaning of life to his hair and his eyebrows so
him. All he has found in it is he'll look like Satan.
trouble. Can you describe an
"I believe he is a little crazy.
identity crisis' to me? Why is
He says I am. What do you
,our boy so upset?"
Answer —
of. think, Dr. Barbour?"
college students nowadays
Yokir husband has strange
complain about their "identity ideai. You are the conventional
crises." It's almost a fad. I one. I wouldn't call him crazy,
think'I know what they mean. just bizarre. Many people feel
They are..grown up physically, uncertain about religion today.
but still
are
children They have lost their faith in our
emotionally. To them life traditional churches. They
seems treacherous. They are have no confidence in science
afraid of atomic death, or of or government. Yet they need
the city I came to as a boy," he
military service in Vietnam. to believe in something. So
said.
They've been taught to think some turn to witchcraft. There
dead."
is
-The city
and act like cowards. They are racketeers ready to prey
aren't a part of the real world, upon them. I hope you can
Almanac
The
and they know it. College persuade your husband not to
By United Press International seems irrelevant. Yet they go into the witchcraft business.
Today is Saturday, May 22 must attend classes or be Already it is overcrowded. He
the 142nd day of 1971.
drafted. It's no wonder they are won't make-any money, and he
The moon is between its last confused and resentful.
could hurt people.
quarter and new phase.
Most of the young people get
art over their identkty, crises when
The
morning
stars
cury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter they start working. Only that
and Saturn.
can they feel independent and
worthy Probably your son will
The-e is no evening star.
Thos' born on this day are Lhange for the better after he
4raduates Try to be patient
Cases have been disposed of in
under the sign of Gemini.
with him now Help him get an the Calloway County Court of
On this day in history:
In 1868 the "Great Train interesting job when the time Judge Robert 0. Miller and have
been placed on the court records
Robbery" took place as seven
comes Good luck!
during the past week as follows:
members of the Reno Gang
Revolution Regretted
Steven
Randolph,
stole $98,000 from an express
1705
Q. -1 arn a man of 36. My wife
Calloway,
Murray, speeding,
car at Marshfield, Ind.
is 34. We've been married 15
In 1942 discovery of the body years. About a year ago I costs of $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00
of 13-year-old Bobby Franks in decided to accept the sexual suspended; State Police,
Maurice Wyatt, Cottage Grove,
Chicago led to the arrest of revolution. My wife objected.
Nathan Leopold and Richard We argued many times. Finally Tenn., overweight truck, fined
$50.00 costs 13.50; Department of
Loeb. They were sentenced to she agreed.
life and 99 years in prison.
She gave me my freedom, Motor Transportation,
Robert Waddell, Paris, Tenn.,
Loeb was killed by another telling me she wouldn't object
convict in 1936. Leopold was if I had affairs. I was glad. speeding, fined $10.00 costs
Then she demanded the same $18.50; State Police.
released on parole in 1958.
In 1943 Russia announced freedom for herself. I had to
Rex Satterwhite, Route Four,
dissolution of the Communist say 'yes.' Now I am in a fix. I
International founded in- 1919 to cannot find a playmate, but she Murray, reckless driving,
has one. My wife won't tell me amended Tii-dlikilerly conduct,
promote world revolution.
In 1962 all 45 persons aboard much about him. All she'll say fined $10.00 costs $18.50; State
a jet flight from Chicago to is that he is younger than lam. Police.
Kansas City died when the last night I asked her to forget
the sexual revolution. I love
Eddie Cook, 502 North 6th
plane crashed in Southeastern
her. fwant her to be true to me. Street, Murray,reckless driving,
Iowa.
She told me to 'go fly a kite.' I fined $10.00, costs
$18.50; State
get mad and slapped her. She
A thought for today: Ralph was furious. She said if I ever Pollee.
Jack Sanders, Henry County,
Waldo Emerson said, "Happy is did that again she would leave_
the house that shelters a me. I don't want to lose her! Is Tenn., cold checking, fined $10.00
friend."
a divorce inevitable? Can you costs $25.50.
help me?"
Robert Kirk, Route Three,
A. A divorce is not inevitable.
You aren'Uthe first husband to Murray, public drunkenness,
have second thoughts about the fined $10.00 costs $18.50; Sheriff.
sexual revolution. Have your
••••a:•
sliews
•41.L•
. szA
iseiTs
•
family doctor refer you to a
grADU T ALL:
good psychiatrist. Go with your, •
•
wife to the specialist. Tell him
about your hangups and
7
anxieties. Ask him to help you

BERKELEY ANT) THE RADICALS

Conservative councilmanlives with harassment
Editor's Note: This is
another in a series on Berkeley,
Calif., where three professed
radicals were elected to the
City Council.
By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service
BERKELEY, Calif. — John
DeBonis, a conservative
member of the Berkeley City
Council for 16 years, has had
his life threatened two times in
the last \,ear, and received
obscene telephone calls at3 and
4 a.m.
When he introduced an ordinance requiring dogs to be on
leashes, he opened the door of
his car one Christmas morning
to find it full of dog excretion.
There was a "Merry Christmas" card on the front door.
DeBonis, unsuccessful
candidate for mayor on the
April 6 election, admits that
much of the lime he lives in
fear.
"These are people with
warped minds," he said.
And he is not alone in this
troubled city which is a focal
paint of the radical movement,
aria--"has been since the 1964
-Free Speech" movement at
:he University of California at
Berkeley focused national
attention on it.
The university's 27,000
students form an important
Dart of this East San Francisco
Bay city of 116,000 persons.
Although only a small perentage ,participated in the
Mario Savio-led "Free Speech"
move; the university has a
reputation for radicalism and
activism.
That reputation has attracted
a throng of so-called "street
people," young stragglers
alienated from society, who are
drug-oriented and who have
little or no respect for law in
any form.
The city has only 200 police,
and admittedly cannot cope
with the many complaints, real
and imagined
The contention is — and .
Police Chief Bruce Baker and
City Manager William Hanley
espouse the view — that while
there are crimes, hundreds of
law
misdemeanor
daily
violations and harassment,
the image of fear its .-out
proportion to actual crimes
against persons.
Every serious incident
makes people more afraid, and
the DeBonis case is an example
of the thing that makes people
stay off downtown streets at
night, even when risk in most
areas is minimal. ,
With the recent election to
the nine-member City Council
of three radical councilmen,
Ira T. Simmons and D'Army
Bailey, both Negroes, and Mrs.
llona Hancock, as well as the
man who supported thent,
Warren Widener, as mayor.
many citizens are voicing
concern about a decline in
police protection.
No one,goes downtown at

night," one bartender said.
Hanley's argument that few
ever did carried no weight with
him.
Reassurances that violence
will not happen do little to
placate an auto dealer on the
1.; ide main street of Berkeley,
Shattuck Avenue. "We. don't
know whether we will be able to
have our insurance renewed."
he said He asked that his name
not be used.
'We've had people
cars, even during

steal new
working
hours when we have had people
on the floor. When and if we
recover the car, we have to go
to court and prosecute the
person who commits the theft,
usually a juvenile.
"We don't blame the police.
They have plenty to do. Now, a
lot of them are looking for jobs
in other cities."
The DeBonis case is an
illustratien of fear, the reaction
to the threat of violence. It is
not so much the act itself —
DeBonis was not physically

attacked — but the threat, and
attitude of a small segment of
the "street people" and others
who have adopted Berkeley as
home.

They show a selfi.„sh sense of
license, a disrespect for law
and order and the rights of
others," Chief Baker said-.
Whatever you call it,
DeBonis, an accountant in a
downtown office building,
doesn't feel free to cut across
dark parking lots,at night, nor
to leave his automobile unattended under normal conditions.
Before entering the big white
four-doer sedan in a parking
garage next to the building
where he works, DeBans took
out his keys and inserted one in
the right front fender.
-This locks the hood and the
doors," he explained. "You
can't open them without - it.
After receiving those threats. I
don't want to be bombed."
DeBonis is proud 'Viet I have
always spoken my mind. I have
taken filthy language,from,
Bobby Seale in a City Council
meeting with women present,
and I demanded the mayor
order hilts to stop. I won't put
up with that sort of thing.
•'I don't think we have done
enough to support our police."
said Delionis, who admits he
has a "hot temper" and
sometimes shows it.
DeBonis said that since he
had taken a strong stahd
against turning "People's
Park" over to the students, he
had received 14 different tin
subscribed porhogrtiphic
magazines. He said someone
submitted four magazine
subscriptions in 'his name as
gifts to others.
At one point, DeBonis
stopped on the main street devoid of pedestrian traffic and contemplated the past.
• •'This isn't the old Berkeley,

Cases Are Heard
In County Court

Watch for
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Open 7 Nitely 1 p.rfui.

Sat. & Sun
Adults $1.50 Children 75c

:TODAY thru TUE.1

BURT
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"VALDEZ

National League
East
W. L. 1
Pittsburgh
24 15
New York
?I 15
23 16
St. Lows
Chicago
19 20
14 17
Montreal
Philadelphia
13 24
West
W. L. I
San Francisco 29 12
Atlanta
?A 20
20 21
Los Angeles
Houston
19 21
16 23
Cincinnati
12 27
San Diego
Friday's Results
Ice Angeles 8 Chicago 1
New York 6 Atlanta 2
Cincinnati 7 Philadelph
Pittsbrgh 6 Montrl 2 (
St. Louis 15 San Diego I
Houston 4 San Francis

Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh at Montreal
Manta at New York
Cincinnati at Philadelph
Los Angeles at Chicago
San Diego at St. Louis
San Francisco at How

American Leap
East
W. L.
Boston
n 11
Baltimore
21
19 19
Detroit
16 20
New York
15 22
Cleveland
Washington
15 23
West
W. L.
Oakland
28 15
Minnesota
21 19
19 19
Kansas City
California
20 22
14 21
Milwaukee
Chicago
14 21
Friday's Result
Boston 8 Balt 4 (10 i
Cleveland 8 New York
Detroit 1 Washington C
Minnesota 10 Oakland
Milw at Kan City (WI

ir
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COLOR
United Armes
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Twenty-two men and 1
are scheduled tp partici
the Memorial Day tenn
fitment at the Calloway
Club, the first ever hek
club.
The tournament, to t
pleted on May 31, has bee
to determine individual
seedings for future teurn
according to Hunt
chairman of the club'S ow
and tennis--activities, ant
played on the club's ne
surfaced courts.
,The best two of three
be played in all matche
played on Memorial D
final day of the tourname
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* LATE SHOW *

TO N ITE 11:30
The psycho-lover is loose
with a knotted
nylon
sto<k,no

Sunday's Game
Minnesota at 'Oakland
Chicago at California
Milwaukee at Kansas
Washington at Detroit
New York at Cleveland
Boston at Baltimore (2

:TODAY thru TUEJ

The Rolling Stones
ihiME7

ELTE

Ste

ONE

expect an instant miracle. But
if you both try„ the damage
probably can be repaired.
Hereafter, shun the sexual
revolution.-Be faithful to each •
other.
Husband Joins Witches
-Q. -My husband is 49. I am
40 He is a restless, nervous *
man. last Saturday, night he *
went to a secret meeting. I

Open 7:30-Start Dusk

Double Feature
Double Action

a
aa NAKED ANGELS*
aa
•
a
*
a

220i51.:U10a8m":2°

•
•
"P,IT
3
:45
S
I
,
OP"
•
•
•
•
•

No One nder 18 4.
*
calliCAVA 'A a
•
: ADULTS ONLY•
ixi
If4t4
t*****1
*
•
asked him to take me, but he
refused. He returned about 5
a.m. I woke up. He announced

ACCORDING to. these signs
put up by the - Portland.
Ore., s't reet department
this is the intersection of
SE Harrison Street and SE
Harrison Street.

*

Ic.ha
..Charles
0. Davis does not..
41want the office of Property.,"
alue Administrators
abolished. Do You? A vote fore
rles 0. Davis will help*
assure you the right to vote for*
this office. Elect Charles 0.
4. •
:
2:15, 3:30, 4:45, 6:00, 7:15, e
Davis as your next senator—
• * 8:30,9.45
from the First District.
••
aid for by Charles 0. Davis
.•* LATE SHOW *a

•
•
i SENSUAL
•
• LIBERATED:
FEMALE

*******4••
•

ti

TONITE 11:15

Adults $1.2.5—Children FREE
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Basket Inch

*
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?
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Calloway CC Plans Tennis
Tournament Memorial Day

`..V 4

Twenty-two men and 10 ladies
are scheduled to participate in
the Memorial Day tennis tournament at the Calloway Country
Club, the first ever held at the
club.
The tournament, to be completed on May 31, has been set up
to determine individual -player
seedings for future tournaments,
according to Hunt Smock,
chairman of the club's swimming
and tennisactivities, and will be
played on the club's new hardsurfaced courts.
The best two of three sets will
be played in all matches unless
played on Memorial Day, the
final day of the tournament, May

31. Any matches played that day
will be limited to one set, Smock
pointed out.
Participants are requested to
arrange their own matches with
any last minute adjustments
being made through the club pro
shop.
Once the Memorial Day
tournament has been completed,
Smock said, those participating
will be seeded in the club according to the way in which they
finished.
Anyone wishing to be seeded
but unable to participate in the
Memorial Day event, he said,
"must start at the bottom of the
ladder and work their way upwards" through a personal
challenge process.
"A person may challenge no
more than two places above him
in the seedings," he said. "For
National League
example, a 4th ranking player
East
may challenge as high as the No.
W. L. Pct. GB 2 player, and these challenges
Pittsburgh
24 15 .615 ... must be met within 7 days."
New York
22 15 .595 1
Beginning with Memorial Day
S. Louis
23 16 .590 1 and every Sunday therafter
Chicago
19 20 .487 5 during the season,there will be a
14 17 .452 6 round robin pro-set mixed
Montreal
Philadelphia
13 24 .351 10 doubles tournament at the club
West
between the hours of 3 and 5 p.m.
W. L.. Pct. GB
All couples who appear at the
San Francisco 29 12 .707 ... courts at that time each week will
Atlanta
20 20 .500 8% be included in this activity,
20 21 .488 9 Smock said, and the courts will
Los Angeles
Houston
19 21 .475 9% be reserved for that purpose. Don
16 23 .410 12 Keller is the person to contact for
Cincinnati
12 27 .308 18 reservations.
San Diego
Friday's Results
Bracketed in the Memorial Day
Loa Angeles 8 Chicago 1
tournament are these players
New York 6 Atlanta 2
and their first-round matches:
Cincinnati 7 Philadelphia 3
Men's No. 1 Singles: Hunt
Pittsbrgh 6 Montrl 2 (13 inns) Smock vs: Gene Landolrr Ed
St. Louis 15 San Diego 8
Chrisman vs. Charles Warner;
Houston 4 San Francisco 1
and Hal Houston vs. Ken Harrell.
Men's No.2 Singles: David
Sunday's Games
Keller vs. Chuck Shuffett; A. W.
Pittsburgh at Montreal
Simmons, Jr., vs. Maurice
Atlanta at New York
Humphrey; Wells Purdom. Jr.,
Cincinnati at Philadelphia
vs. Bill Fandrick; Buddy
Los Angeles at Chicago
Valentine vs. Timmy Shown, and
San Diego at St. Louis
George Oakley vs. Don Overby.
San Francisco at Houston
Gene Parker and Don Keller
each drew first-round byes.
American League
Parker will meet the winner of
East
W. L. Pct. GB the David Keller-Chuck Shuffett
29 11 .694 ... match, while Don Keller will face
Boston
Baltimore
21 lr .583 4 the winner of the George OakleyDetroit
19 19 .500 7 Don Overby match.
16 20 .444 9. Men's Doubles:Don Keller
New York
15 22 .405 10% and Buddy Valentine vs. Pete
Cleveland
E Chuck Shuffett;
Witabillgton
15 23 .3115 U' Purdoni
George Oakley and Joe Rexroat
West
W. L. Pct. GB vs. Hunt Smock and Bill FanBy VITO STELLINO
Oakland
28 15 .651 ... drick; Ed Chrisman and Ken
UPI Sports Writer
Minnesota
21 19 .525 5% Harrell vs.Hal Houston and Gene It was the kind of game the
19 19 .500 6% Landon; and Wells Purdom Jr, Baltimore Orioles used to win.
Kansas City
California
20 22 .476 7% and Charles Warner vs. David Trailing Jim Lonborg 4-2
14 21 .400 10 Keller and Timmy Shown.
Milwaukee
going into the ninth inning, the
14 21 .400 10
Women's Singles: Edwina defendino world
Chicago
champions
Simmons vs. Betty Hunter; Lynn knocked him out and scored the
Friday's Results
Purdom;
Houston
vs.
Betty
Joe
(10
inns)
Boston 8 Balt 4
tying run on a wild pitch to
Jennye Smock vs. Ann Burke; send the game into
Cleveland 8 New York 7
extra
Corine Stripling vs. Jane Wells;
Detroit 1 Washington 0
innings.
and Lois Keller vs. Sharon It looked like
Minnesota 10 Oakland 1
the Boston Red
Milw at Kan City (mid., rain) Stubblefield.
Sox had blown their chance to
Women's Doubles: Betty get a jump on the Orioles in the
Sunday's Games
Hunter and Jennye Smock vs.
opener of a four-game series in
Minnesota at Oakland
Corrine Stripling and Ann Burke;
Baltimore.
Chicago at California
Edwina Simmons and Lynn
But this isn't 1969 or 1970. In
Milwaukee at Kansas City
Houston vs. Betty Joe Purdom fact, it seems more like 1967.
Washington at Detroit (2)'
and Ellen Harrell; and Lois The Red Sox
weren't disheartNew York at Cleveland (2)
Keller and Jane Wells, who drew ened by the
Oriole rally and
Boston at Baltimore (2)
a first-round bye.
came right back with four runs

By JACK MURPHY
Copley News Service

Baseball
Standings

•
•
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41.

Three Cleveland players collide and are knocked unconscious
while chasing a pop hit by Washington's Tom McCraw that wound
up as an inside-the-park home rim. Leftfielder John Lowenstein
(n)and centerfield Vada Pinson (n)slammed into each other
trying to make the catch and shortstop Jack Reidemann (18)
tumbled over them. Lowenstein suffered a hurt leg and
Heidemann a possible concussion. Both were taken to the
hospital. Pinson was given nine stitches in the lower jaw.
—UPI Tlelephoto

London Bridge
Is Falling Down

Orioles Tie Red Sox In 8th,
But Boston Wins Anyway, 8-4
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Friday-Saturday
and Monday

* SPECIAL *

Steak Finger Basket
.
$ 1 2&

If you buy two
Steak Finger Baskets, you get one
gallon of K-N
Root Beer FREE

Basket Includes . . .
* 5 Delicious Breaded Steak Fingers
* Lettuce & Tomato Salad
* Toasted Sesame Bun
pr French Fries

K-N ,
1R00, 2,,, Iil,E_(61

a,,,,,t,
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Golfdom falls for hoax
hook, slice and 7-iron
It began as a prank by editor
Norman Cousins in an issue o
the Saturday Review timed to
reach subscribers on April 1
and it will be remembered, no
doubt, as the Great Hoax o
Golf.
Cousins is a golfer himself
and, therefore, given to flights
of fancy. I'll wager he can hear
the crowd cheering as he
embraces his caddy after
sinking the winning putt in the
Masters. Or he can visualize
himself in a dignified posture
on the Tom Morris green before
the. Royal and Ancient
Clubhouse at St Andrews while
a Scottish bagpipe band salutes
his triumph in the British Open.
Thus, he knows the gullibility
and the avarice of golfers. It
was Cousins who composed a
lighthearted spoof which
purported to expose a sinister
congressman whose mischief
had somehow received scant
public notice.
Cousins (in a letter to the
editor signed by K. Jason Sitewell of Burlingame) identified
the legislator as Rep. A. F. Day
and called for the defeat of
H.R. 6142. The letter explained
that Congressional Resolution
6142 had been introduced by
Rep. Day and co-sponsored by
'so
40 members of the
House."
The tone of the letter ranged
from dismay to outrage, and no
wonder. Day is a man who
hates golf and his purpose was
to destroy the game in
America.
His bill would abolish all
privately owned parks of more
than 150 acres and all public
recreational grounds of more
than 150 acres that are used by
fewer than 150 persons per day,
averaged over a week.
A wicked man, Rep. Day, but,
clever. K. Jason Sitewell rang
the alarm:
"The bill sounds democratic
enough until one recognizes
that its principal effect would
be to eliminate the nation's golf
courses. This is not the 'Stated
purpose, of course, but it
certainly would be the principal effect.... There is net a
public golf course in tide
country that would not be
down under this definition."
Fortunately, Sitewell has a
long, carefully documented
dossier on Rep. Day. He'd
known him since childhood and
became aware of his hostility
toward golf when the eighthgrade English students in
Brentwood had been asked to
write a 500-word essay on the
subject: "What is the first
thing you would do if you were
president?"

in the 10th to grab an 8-4 4-1, Cincinnati ripped Philadeltriumph.
phia 7-3, New York blasted
The O's who led the Eastern Atlanta 6-2; Pittsburgh topped
Division by 5% games-last May Montreal 6-2 in 13 innings and
21, now trail Boston by four St. Louis blasted Sandiego 15-8.
games. The O's still say they're Minnesota cut Oakland's lead
not worried but it may be time
to 5% games in the West by
to get a bit concerned.
beating the A's as George
Boston manager Eddie Kasco,
Mitterwald drove in three runs
predictably, was beaming after with
a pair of homers. Bert
"This
victory
the victory.
Blyleven pitched a four-hitter
meant a lot to our players
for the win and John Odom
because it proved three things,' took
Young Day wrote that his
the loss.
Kasco said.
first het as president would be
I. "We can come back to beat Tom Bradley pitched a five- to abolish golf, declaring the
them."
hitter for his third shoutout as game worse than alcohol as a
2. "We can beat them in their Chicago downed California. Bill disruptive influence within the
own park."
Melton and Tom Egan homered
3. "And most important, we for the Sox.
The letter continued: -What
Day's classrnates didn't realize
can't leave town without being
Dean Chance and Fred at the time was that he was
In first place."
There were several good Echerman combined on a three
A prominent golf magazine
omens for the Red Sox. hitter to give Detroit the has published an editorial
Longborg, trying to make a victory over Cleveland. Chance denouncing Rep. Day and H.R.
comeback after being sent to went 7 2-3 innings for his first 6142. A golf club in Chicago
the minors at the start of this victory after six losses and called an -emergency meeting
of its directors and passed a
season, was brilliant in his first allowed all three hits.
damning the evil of
resolution
start as he allowed just six hits New York took a 7-6 lead in
the bill. A leading official of the
in 8 2-3 innings.
Danny
k, the top of the ninth on
Golfer's
Professional
The trades the Sox made over Cater's two-out, two-run single
Association reacted with alarm
look
the winter continued to
run-scoringbut Cleveland
back
and urged golf clubs throughgood, too. Duane Josephson.
yckEdwditihe out the country to unite in
singmlees
ca
obtained from Chicago, drove in Leon and pinch-hitter Gomer opposition to this dreadful
four runs with a pair of solo Hodge in the last orthe ninth to scheme.
game.
homers and a two-run single in , win the
' "The curious thing about the
the 10th. Ken Tatum, obtained
reaction," says Cousins, "is
from California, wild pitched .r.
that non-golfers immediately
TWO PLAYERS NAMED
the tying run in the ninth bui
recognized it as a spoof. But the
people who play golf are aphung on for the victory.
EspoUPI)—Phil
ST. LOUIS (
believe
Things looked bad for the ito, in the Eastern Division, parently willing to
even five-putt
Red Sox in the ninth Wien and Bobby Hull, in the West, anything —
greens and a grandfather dying
Brooks Robinson singled an were named Friday as Players
in a sand trap from coronary
Dave Johnson doubled hirl A the Year as the Sporting induced by exasperation.
home to knock out Lonbori:, News announced its National Golfers hope for the best but
Sparky Lyles walked Men Hockey League All-Star teams. expect the worst; even the
Rettenmund and Tatum a Ake: Joining Esposito on the East ridiculous is believable."
Clay Dalrymple and wit':
He refers, I believe, to the
squad were terrunates, Bobby
pitched home the tying ru'i
Orr, on defense, Ken Hodge at golf — not the congressman.
before getting the third out
right wing and John Bucyk on writing out of his own tragic'
But in the 10th Luis Aparicio left
wing. Also chosen were experience. His grandfather
got life on an error and went to
Montreal's J.C. Tremblay on perished in a sand trap on the
third on Reggie Smith's single
and New York's Ed fifth hole of the public course at
Rico Petrocelli doubled in the defense
Hillsborough, the victim of a
Giacomin
in gosl.
tie-breaking run and Joseheart attack caused by massive
phson's two-run single was ii:rxxl Picked along with Hull were exasperation and exhaustion.
fellow Black Hawks Stan Day's father was fired from at
insurance.
In the other AL games. Mikita, Pat Stapleton, Bill least three jobs because he
Minnesota routed Oakland 10-1 White and Tony Esposito and persisted in goofing off at golf."
Chicago blanked California 1-I' Minnesota's Bill Goldsworthy.
Little wonder Day despised
Detroit nipped Washington
golf. The family had suffered
and Cleveland outlastee Neo MYTH USLTA ANNIV.
terribly from neglect. If the
......
breadwinner wasn't on the golf
York 8-7. The M ilwk uketNEW
YORK (UP!)—The course he. was in the bar. The
Kansas Citb game was raineJ
out when Milwaukee Was tts United States Lawn Tennis family was disgraced not only
louts away from a 4-1 victor) ill Association (USLTA), which by his behavior; his golf was
began with 33 clubs and now equally atrociolis.
the fifth inning.
He played miserably . It was
has more than 2,500 clubs and
In the National League,
unusual for him to
Angeles routed Chicago 8-1 organizations, marks its 90th not at all
five-putt greens
several
have
anniversary
,
today.
Houston nipped San Francis,

•
Ada

4
4.

• per game. He anguished over
every slice and hook. ... His
blood pressure was almost as
high as his score. He would
have golf nightmares in which
he would have six-putt greens.
He would take grocery money
away from the family to buy
expensive golf equiprnent."
It was an American tragedy
and, naturally, it ended on a
golf course:"Day expired from
a coronary undoubtedly caused
by his uncontrollable frenzy
after hitting 19 successive balls
into the pond in front of a threepar green. little wonder the
son should have developed such
a fierce antipathy to the
game."
Isn't that delicious?- And
there was more. In a subsequent issue of Saturday
Review,Rep. Day responded to
the letter:
"The 43 members of the
House who are co-sponsoring
my bill will bear witness to the
fact that I have never made
secret of my opposition to
privileged use parks, public or
private. I believe it isiuidemo-

cratic for large tracts of land to
be preempted for any purpose,
be it golf or any other so-called
sport."
Further, the congressman
was disillusioned after learning
the truth about Norman
Cousins. N. C. plays golf and he
is a pal of Arnold Palmer;
indeed, they collaborated on a
golf book.
Review! Sic transit gloria
mundi."
Of course, A. F. Day is a
harmless fraud, relating to the
nonsense of April 1. The bill
exists only in the mind of the
Saturday Review's pixyish
editor. Yet the reaction has
both amused and astonished
Norman Cousins.
LIONS SIGN BELL
DETROIT (UPI)—..Bob Bell, a
6-foot-4, 250-pound defensive
tackle was was an AllAmerican at the University of
Cincinnati last year, has signed
to play professional football
with the Detroit Lions of the
National Football League. Bell
was the club's No. 1 draft
choice

To The Good People in
Murray and Calloway
County:
We wish to thank each of you for kindness you
have shown us and our families as we have
visited with you during this campaign. We are
indeed sorry that we have not been able to visit
with each of you personally.
Throughout this campaign I have tried to
stress the importance of electing a man who can
equally and adequately represent ALL the
people of this district—not just a select few.
A representative should be just that—a man
who can convey the wishes of the people to the
government and a man who can be found constantly working to ease the problems of those he
serves.
If you believe as I do, we would be very
grateful for your influence now and your vote
next Tuesday.
With grateful appreciation,

Kenny & Mary Beth Imes
ELECT A VOICE FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE
* ELECT *

KENNETH C.
IMES
STATE
REPRESENTATIVE
We'll be No. 3 on the
ballot—Please make
us No. 1 with your vote
"YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID"
LI
For State Representative
T I
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Byrn Home Scene
Of Genealogical
Society Meeting

, By ,Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I've been happily married for 21 years to
a great man. He provides his family with a beautiful home
and lots of love. We have three fine children, a 20 year-old
son away at college, and a son, 14, and a daughter, 16, at
home. We have taught our children healthy attitudes about
sex and up until now none has ever given us cause to worry.
Our college son has been living with his girl friend in an
apartment off campus for almost a year. After we got over
the initial shock, we didn't offer too much opposition. We pay
his tuition and be works part time to cover living expenses.
He has never sponged off us. He is making good grades and
we want him to finish college.
He is coming home for a visit and is bringing his
girl friend. The big question: Should we let them sleep
together here, which goes against our grain, especially since
!,•( there are two teen-agers in the house? Or should we offer
them separate bedrooms, which would be hard to do because
they know that we know they normally sleep together?
MOTHER X
DEAR MOTHER: Feeling as you do, offer them separate
sleeping accommodations. When kids return home for a visit,
they should respect the code of their permits' home, and
abate it "goes against your grain" to provide your unmarried
children with coed sleeping quarters, they can either accept
year decision or sleep elsewhere.
DEAR ABBY: I have a winter home in Florida and
frequently have visitors from up north come to stay with me.
I welcome' their visits, but why do these guests invariably
forget some article of clothing or their personal belongings
when they leave?
- I
It is such a nuisance for me to have to get it wrapped for
mailing, then take it to the post office and have it insured
and returned to the owner.
I have seriously considered giving all the leftover articles
to the Salvation Army as a way of training my guests to
either take all their stuff with them or lose it. I'd like your
E. S. G.
opinion.
DEAR E. S. G.: Wouldn't it be simpler to just give the
guest quarters a quick inspection before your guests leave?
Year scheme may care a few chronically careless pests, but
what can the Salvation Army do with the top half of a pair of
pajamas?
DEAR ABBY: I have been a professional artist most of
my life. Not only do I love to paint, but it has been a
tremendous help to me financially. Last year my husband
died, and soon my only child will be leaving for college. The
thseght of my being, alone has depressed me so mach that I
haven't been able to paint %Keay. II 1 don't produce
something soon I fear that my reducedincome will present a
serious problem How can I pull myself out of this vicious
IN A SLUMP -IN L. A.
circle?
DEAR IN: Start • new circle. A circle of new friends.
Join your local art town. Museums and universities from
coast to coast have membership associations. Dues go for
education and acquisition. And members go for fun. Good
lack!
DEAR ABBY: Tell the woman who asked you whether or
not she should marry an ex-priest to go ahead and marry
him. He will make an excellent husband. He already has
taken the oaths of poverty, obedience and chastity.
BEAT IN BUCYRUS, 0.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MN, Lee Amulet, Cal.
mak For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
eavelspe.
Hate to write letters? Send $i to Abby. Bee Mee, Los
ssess. for Abby's booklet. "How to Write LetAngeles,
ters Isr AB Occasions."

ostra•r4-

Saturday, May 22

The Teen Fashion Show will be
Henry-Calloway
at
The Murray-Calloway County held
Genealogical Society met in the Recreation Club house at two
home of Mrs. James Byrn, p.m.
Circarama Drive, on Monday,
May 10, at one-thirty o'clock in A work day will be held alike
Murray City Park starting at
the afternoon.
New officers elected for the nine a.m.
coming year are Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield, president and Dance students of Lynch&
treasurer; Mrs. John Livesay, Cochran Dance Studio will
vice-president; Mrs. Humphrey present "Entertainment Train"
Key, secretary; Miss Erin at the Murray State auditorium
Montgomery, reporter.
at 7:45 p.m. The public is invited
Mrs. Stubblefield and Mrs. and there is no admission charge.
Livesay were named to the
committee to make final A reception for Mary Kay
arrangements for the publication Stoner of Bardstown, Grand
of the book of Bible Records Worthy Advisor of the Rainbow
compiled by members of the for Girls, will be honored at a
reception at the Masonic Hall
society for sometime.
The president, Mrs. Stub- from two to four p.m. by Murray
blefield, presided. Mrs. Key, Assembly No. 19 Order of the
secretary, read the minutes, and Rainbow for Girls.
Mrs. Foreman Graham gave the
The Alpha Department of the
treasurer's report.
Refreshments were served by Murray Women's Club will have
Mrs. Byrn and Mrs. P. A. Hart to its noon luncheon at the club
the thirteen members present. house with Rev. Charles Moffett
The next meeting will be a as the speaker. Hostesses are
luncheon at Lake Barkley Lodge Mesdames Sylva Atkins, William
on Monday, June 7. All members C. Adams, G. C. Ashcraft, Mary
Belle Overbey, Miss Cappie
are urged to attend.
Beale, and Miss Mary Lassiter.

Phone 153 1111 or 753-41347

Paris Road Club
HaS Meeting With
Mrs. Jim Hart

Beverly Calloway
Attends Meeting
In Atlanta, Ga.

Miss Beverly Calloway, owner
The home of Mrs. Jim Hart on and manager of Merle Norman
the Paris Road was the scene of Cosmetics
in Murray, has
the meeting of the Paris Road returned home after attending
Homemakers Club held on the 40th annual Merle Norman
Convention at the Regency Hyatt
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Donoho, Tuesday, May 11.
Fox Meadows Trailer Court, Mrs. Eldridge Gee, president, House in Atlanta, Ga.
Murray,are the parents of a baby presided at the meeting. Mrs. The dinner was hostect.by J. B.
Mrs. Harold Fones opened her boy,
Dewey Grogan gave the devotion Nethercutt, chairman of the
Clint, weighing seven
and Mrs. Ina Nesbitt gave the Board of Merle Norman. Over
home on the Penny Road for the pounds
twelve ounces, born on
meeting of the Westside
sixty new products were inMonday, May 17, at 5:38 p.m. at treasurer's report.
Homemakers Club held on
A
very
interesting
lesson
was
troduced
in the cosmetic classes
the Murray-Calloway County
Tuesday,May 11, at twelve-thirty
presented by Mrs. Pat Thompson held at tIr convention.
Hospital.
o'clock in the afternoon.
and Mrs. Jim Hart. They
During;the meeting the group
presenting the lesson on "Up The new father is employed at demonstrated the proper way to was entertained with a tour of
To Date Sewing" were Mrs. Alvin the Murray Division of the set in sleeves and shortcuts to use Stone Mountain, the Governor's
Usrey who demonstrated "Cuffs" Tappan Company.
when sewing on double knit Mansion, and other points of
and Mrs. Jewel McCallon who Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. material.
interest. They also had free use of
discussed "Set In Sleeves". Both Harvey Donoho and Mr. and Mrs. Members attending were all facilities of the East Lake
Mrs. Usrey and Mrs. McCallon Ralph Smith, all of Palmersville, Mesdames Eldridge Gee, Mavis County Club there. She was one of
are talented seamstresses and Term. Great grandparents are Gibbs, Naomi Barrett, J. B. the one thousand attending the
have had experience along these Mrs. Ludie James and Mr. and Roach,Jim Hart, John McIntosh, Wednesday luncheon at the
lines.
Mrs. Claude Smith, all of Union Ina Nesbitt, Eva Curd, Dewey Shrine Yaarah Temple.
Mrs. Glen Gibbs gave the City,Tenn.,and Mr.and Mrs. Joe Grogan, J. T. Taylor, Pat
Miss Calloway is a graduate of
devotion reading from Psalms Griffith of Clarksville, Tenn.
Thompson, Rudy Dunn, and Miss Grove High School and attended
M:1548. Mrs. Usrey, president,
Reble Steely.
me university ot Tennessee at
presided, and Mrs. Pat Bogard,
Visitors were Mesdames Martin. She has been in business
secretary , called the roll and
Dr. and Mrs. Barr W. Taylor. Elmer Collins, Otley White, Alice in Murray for the past year.
read the minutes.
ly, Audrey Canon,and Orpha
700 South 9th Street, Murray,
Officers reelcted for the announce the birth of a baby boy, inkley.
coming club year were Mrs. Todd Cameron, weighing eight The next meeting will be a
What's so . great about.
Usrey, president, Mrs. Charles pounds fifteen ounces, born on ID •tluck luncheon at the City
dried beans, peas, lentils,
Coleman, vice-president, Mrs. Monday, May 17, at 9:28 p.m. at .
I • rk.
and nuts? Well, they are
Pat Bogard, secretary, and Mrs the Murray-Calloway County
rich in protein and when
Jewel McCallon, treasurer. Hospital.
eaten
with other foods they
Registration for Sigma Sum- Committee chairmen were also
They have one daughter,
mer Kindergarten and for those named.
can be used as a substitute
Kimberly Lane, age two. The
for meat. They're also notwho did not register last week for The club voted to sell at auction father is teacher in the Departed for their iron and B
fall kindergarten will be held at sales as their financial projects. ment of Education at Murray
vitamins. But they do lack
Robertson School from nine to Following the meeting the State University.
vitamins A and C. That's
eleven a.m. Openings are still members honored Mrs. Glen
Grandparents
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Miss
Debbie
Steele,
bride-elect
Mrs. Bill Wrather was hostess available for both sessions.
why it's so important to
Gibbs with a stork shower.
Taylor
of
Norman
B.
of Howard Moss, was honored serve greens or yellow
for the meeting of the Harris
Others present, not previously Downesville, La., and Mr. and with a personal shower at
the vegetables, and raw salad
Grove Homemakers Club held on
Sunday, May 23
mentioned, were Mrs. Delores Mrs. Jesse B. Cameron of Trigg home of Miss
Martha Hendon on when you're having a main
Wednesday, May 12, at one
Lee, Mrs. W. A. Erwin, Mrs. County.
Tuesday, May 11, at seven dish of beans for supper.
o'clock in the afternoon.
A Trap Shoot will be held at the Jerry Don Butler, Mrs. Elvin
o'clock in the evening.
The lesson of the month was on Calloway County Conservation Crouse, and Mrs. James Miller.
A baby boy, weighing eight
The charming hostesses for the
"kip To Date Sewing" concerning Club starting at 12 noon. A Refreshments were seerved by
pounds eleven ounces, was born occasion were Miss Dana
putting in sleeves. Mrs. Estelle Remington 1100 shot gun will be the Mrs. Fones.
If you plan on cook'
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. D. Johnson, Miss Kathy Rowlett,
Heuer was absent due to illness, given away.
pork hocks you should coati
The next meeting will be held Peoples of Sedalia Route One on and Miss Hendon.
Jones
gave
Mrs.
Clifton
Lee
and
a one pound piece approitii/
at the City Park on Tuesday, Wednesday, May 19, at 1:07 p.m.
For the event the honoree chose middy two and one-half W.
the lesson.
Homecoming will be at the June 15, at 10:30 pa.m.
County
Murray-Calloway
at
the
to wear a yellow knit pant suit three hours according to
Mrs. Marvin Parks called the Hardin Pentecostal Church of
Hospital.
and was presented with a corsage USDA. A cured picnic
roll with the members answering God at 1:30 p.m. All singers and
They have another son, Darrel of white daisies. Her mother, shoulder of five to eight
by giving a fact about "our listeners are in
to attend.
Hueston, age seven. The father is Mrs. Clyde Steele, was presented pounds takes approximatebeautiful state". Landscape
self employed as a farmer.
with a corsage of white car- ly three to four hours to
notes were read by Mrs. Jones Chapel Hill Baptist Church will
cook.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. nations.
and a report on the recent council have its annual homecoming.
Willie Marshall Peoples of
Games were played with Mrs.
meeting was given by Mrs.
Sedalia Route One and the late Cindy Ragsdale as the winner refreshment table was overlaid
Wrather.
The 60-voice Murray State
Mrs. Alfred Taylor gave the Choir and the 150-voice chorus Miss Dorthi Sue Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Atlas L. Moore of who later presented her prize to with a white cloth and centered
the honoree.
with a three tiered wedding cake
devotion reading from Ruth 1:16- under the direction of Prof. r•icle-elect of Larry Andrew Dukedom, Tenn,
The Many lovely gifts were made from white terry towels
17 and several thoughts. The Robert Bur will be presented Stubblefield, was honored with a
members repeated The Lord's concert at the auditorium
is shower on Saturday, May 8, Cary Adam is the name chosen displayed on a table covered with and trimmed in pink yarn. The
Prayer.
three p.m.
oy the Women's Missionary by Mr. and Mrs. Paul Fleming of pink net, and ceriteretwiklipk xike was later given to the brideelect as a gift.
Officers and lesson 'leaders
Society of the Flint Baptist the Harris Grove community for and white wedding belle:
Refreshments ef
Thirty persons were present or
e named for the cataling club Annual homecoming will
Onurch.The event was held at the their baby boy born on Thursday,
May 20, at 12:10 a.m. at the nuts, and mints were served. Ttr ;nit gifts.
held at Martin's Chapel United Church parsonage.
year.
The hostess served delicious Methodist Church with preaching For the special occasion the Murray-Calloway County
refreshments. Mrs. James Miller at 9:30 a.m., Sunday School at honoree chose to wear a pink knit Hospital.
The new father is owner and
10:30 a.m., lunch at 12:15 p.m., dress and her corsage was of pink
was a visitor.
operator of Grafik Advertising,
The next meeting will be held and singing in the afternoon carnations.
at the Holiday Inn on Wednesday, featuring the Key Quartet. The Mrs. Willie Johnson, mother of Murray.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
public is invited. Contributions the honoree, wore a pink knit
June 9, at ten a.m.
for cemetery upkeep will be dress and her corsage was of pink Ernest C. Fleming of Bridgeport, •
A friend who will wort for your interests in 41
taken.
carnations. The mother-in-law to Texas, and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
*
Alexandria,
Frankfort
...
Dennis
Sandefur
of
Monday, May 24
OR
be of the honoree, Mrs. Loudon
4,
Stubblefield, was attired in a La. Great grandparents are Mrs.
A
Senator
who
will
try
to
capitalize
on
every
:
The Murray Recreational yellow knit dress and her corsage Dan Sandefur of Bunkie, La.,
opportunity to promote his political ambitions. 4
Darby T. Gil of Chalmette, La.,
Softball League will meet at the was of yellow carnations.
0
City Hall at seven p.m.
THINK HARD ABOUT IT AND ELECT
Refreshments of punch, cake, and John Berry of Tishomingo,
AL
Oklahoma
nuts, and mints were served by
Mrs. E. A. Lundquist was the
Tuesday, May 25
the WMU. The beautifully apleader of the program presented
pointed tea table overlaid with a
at the meeting of Circle I of the
As Your Next SENATOR from the FIRST
Democratic Primary Election white cloth with lace trim was Good protein
•
Women's Society of Christian in
Murray and Calloway County centered with an arrangement of
*
SENATORIAL DISTRICT
Want a good. economical
Service of the First United
(Paid
for
by
and
Charles
red
white
of
0.source
protein?
Try
Davis
carnations.
u
his
own
Treasurer)
••
Methodist Church held on The
Kirksey PTA will meet at The many lovely gifts were dried beans, peas and lentils
Tuesday, May 18, at two o'clock
*
the school at 1:30 p.m. with the displayed for the guests to view. in a variety of ways. They
************let***
in the afternoon.
program by the first grade Forty-seven persons attended take a long time to cook . .
"Retirement: Boon or Bore"
children. New mothers for the the event and eighty-three per- hut are well worth the efwas the subject of the program
both from the standdom.o 4amo.0imr.0imimo. imo. 4=1.4D AM.04sin.o
fall of 1971 will be special guests. sons, unable to attend, sent gifts. fort
o
o
point of nutrition and econgiven by Mrs. Lundquist, Mrs.
The
Tau
Phi
Lambda
omy.
sororg)
All are concentrated
Claude Farmer, Mrs. Robert
sources of,food energy with
Smith, Mrs. Carl Rowland, and will meet at the hqme of Mrs
their high content of proJulia
Higginbotham
Why
is
added
toiodine
at
sever
Mrs. Ruth Weston.
tein in addition to considertable salt? Because it reMrs. Lundquist read the p.m.
able carbohydrates or fats.
duces the occurrence of
They are also good sources
scripture from Psalms 16 and a
The Murray Quota Club will simple goiter in areas
for a number of minerals
poem,"Growing Old" by Robert meet at the Southside Restaurant where iodine is found in
including magnesium.
BraWning. Mrs. Carl Harrison at 12 noon.
amounts.
scarce
had the opening prayer and the
group sang "He Leadeth Me"
ONE HOUR SERVICE
with Mrs. Keys Futrell at the
piano.
Mrs. Julius Sharpe recited
three poems she had _written
entitled "Ain't Nothing Funny
About Getting Old", "Lovely
People", and "We Got On
Welfare".,
Presiding at the meeting was
Mrs. Robert Smith in the absence
Ma y 24th, 25th, 26th
of the chairman, Mrs. David
Henry. Fifty-six visits to the sick
and shutins were reported by the
numbers as the roll was called.
2-PIECE
Mrs. Carl Rowland gave the
treasurer's report.
It was announced that the
and
I am a candidate for the City Council from
ircle will meet during the
Ward "B".
sununer months, but the general
%MS will not meet during the
It is my intention, if elected, to represent
not
months of June, July, and
LONG
only the citizens who-live in Ward B, but also all
August.
citizens of the city of Murray, regardless of the
A social hour was held with
ward in which they might live.
FREE!
refreshments being served by the
Mothproofing-Mildew Proofing
•stesses, Mrs. Keys Futrell and
Having been a business man in Murray for
Mrs.0. B. Geurin, to the thirteen
over twenty-five years„I feel that I have a grasp
mbers present
of what the

Mrs. Harold - Fones
Hostess For Meet;
Of Westside Club

IFB.TRTHSA

Great foods

Harris Grove Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Bill Wrather

Miss Debbie Steele
Honored At Shower
At Hendon Home

Time table

Dortha Sue Jackson
Complimented With
Bridal Tea Shower

: WHAT DO YOU WANT IN A:
STATE SENATOR?

Mrs. Lundquist Is
Program Leader
For Circle Meet

CHARLES 0. DAVIS *4,4.

*

i• Give son, girl friend
separate bedrooms

ke4;meatzda,"'4.1

Mrs. J. B. Burksen

Iodine need
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SPECIAL °et!! OFFER

Good Mondays Tuesday 8 Wednesday ONLY

vould like to take this opportunity to announce my candidacy for City Councihnan of the
City of Murray, Ky., on May 25, 1971.
After 38 years in business in Murray, I feel that
I know some of the problems and the needs of
Murray.
If elected I will° do my best to make Murray
better place to live.

a

Your vote and influence will be greatly appreciated.
William

R. Furchep

0

SUITS

William R. Furches

It's no bargain
Even if it's on sale—
don't buy meat or poultry
in torn damaged, or dirty
USDA
advise
containers
Contaminated
inspectors
food is no bargain

MURRAY

COATS

Ons

None

Till MOST IC Okv CLEANING

East Side of S uare

ma

1

°each

ONE-HOUR
Martinizing
HOUR SERVICE

needs of the people of Murray are and
also feel that I can make a contribution
toward
meeting these needs.
I will irppriciate your vote in the
May 25
Primary, next Tuesday.

• R. L. Ward

(Paid Political Advertisement)
16.04■1110.
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Minority businessmen
find SBA loans helpful
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
John W. Quimby leaned
forward in his chair, removed
the pipe from his mouth and
observed:
"li they have the ability and
the determination, they can
mate it as well as anyone else.
And I can prove it."
Quimby, a district director of
the Small Business Administration and a Johnson
administration holdover, was
talking about the ability of the
Negro to make good as a
businessman in virtually any
community in the land, often,
but not always, with the
backing of his government.
To make his point, Quimby
ticked off the names of a dozen
Negroes, men and women,
within his own Southern
California district who have
made the grade with the help of
an SBA direct business loan or
a bank loan guaranteed by the
agency.
"And these are only a few,"
added Quimby in an interview.
"It's the same way in most
parts of the country where
Negroes who want to operate
their own businesses have
proved their ability and sincerity to SBA people."
One of Quimby's associates is
Dennis Nelson, a Negro, a
retired U. S. Navy lieutenant
commander and the man in
charge of aiding minority
group members who want to go
into business for themselves.
"If you help to give these
people green power in the form
of support in their efforts to get
into business, there is no
trouble over black power,"
Nelson emphasizes. "The black
man is proving he can compete
in the market as well as the
white man, given a chance."
Talk with some of the people
who got a financial boost into
business by SBA and you begin
to become a believer. Take
Bedell Williams, for example.

Williams, grinning.again. -My
wife and 1 are eating three
meals a day now, and we have
something left over, and the
government is getting its
money back. How can you beat
that combination?Like many small enterprises

one of the first of its kind, with
a 10-year maturity clause at
going interest rates — usually 2
per cent above that of the
prime interest rates charged
by major banks.
Loans above $25,000 must be
made through banks with a
guarantee from SBA. But
Williams slipped under the
wire without going to the bank.

Negroes,
by
launched
Williams' haberdashery is in a
predominantly black neighborhood, but he gets white
trade as well, probably because
he was a tailor for so many
years and knows good clothes
when he sees and feels them.
Mrs. Enola Maxey worked
for many years in Indiana as a
beauty operator before she
came west and decided it was
time she ran a business of her
own. That was back in the early
1960s.
Today, with the help of a
;10,000 SBA direct loan granted
in 1964, Mrs. Maxey has a

"Now I'm my own man," he
says, smiling. "I got help, too,
from some clothing stores
owned by white men. They
provided me with enough stock
on a loan basis to get started.
"Business has been good, and
while everything has been
sliding a little the last few
months, the outlook still is
encouraging."
So the SBA program is
working?
replies
yes,"
"Lord,
6
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beauty salon and charm school
which she calls "a real going
concern."
The loan is paid off and now
Mrs. Maxey is applying for -11
new one to expand her thriving
business. Probably she'll get it,
on the strength of her performance so far.
"There's something about
working for yourself that is
fine," she explains. "I hire
three or four other people and
for a while we had eight people
working.
-We try to teach ladies and
girls how to walk and stall
gracefully, how to reduce
without damaging their health
and how to wear wigs so they
look attractive.
"None of this would have
been possible if it hadn't been
for the SBA," she points out.
-More people of our race, and
from others, too, for that
matter, should find out if they
can make it the same way. The
SBA people sure give you every
chance if you can qualify. A lot
of people probably could
qualify but don't think they
could, so they don't bother to
find out. They should, though."
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ON SALE MONDAY, MAY 24th
THIS SEASON'S GREATEST FABRIC BUYS!
SENSATIONAL PURCHASE!! REGULAR $2.99 DURABLE PRESS TEXTURIZED

POLYESTER CREPE
Unbelievable low price on First Qulity 100% Polyester Crepe from one of America's foremost mills. We bought the entire
stock of these fine Crepes from a distributor who needed cash! This fine fabric is nationally advertised at ;2.99 a yard and
has never sold for less. Don't miss this once-in-a-lifetime chance to buy 100% Polyester Crepe at this low price!
First Quality, Full Bolts

100% Textured Polyester Crepe

For more than 20 years he
was a custom tailor in San
Diego, Calif., but the going was
tough. withams recalls.

Famous Name Brand Fabric

Durable Press, Machine Washable

Then in 1967 he showed up
one day at the SBA office. With
his background and determination to open a haberdashery, Williams received a
direct agency loan of $25,000,

24 Colors to Choose From

Nationally Advertised at $2.99 yd.

Save $2.00 on Every Yard

30,000 yd. Chain Wide Purchase

Ideal for Linings, etc.

v Ideal for Blouses. Dresses, etc.

0000 a

g,100..1*
0,41rz
by Clark Kinnaird
NTUMEROLTS fine possessions bear deceptive
.1.
7—ilea. Such as "Governor
Winthrop desk." The last of
three Winthrop colonial gcvernors died in 1707, and the
name was given this type of
slant-top desk in the 20th century to reproductions of desks
originally made about 17401780.
Another misnomer is the
"Paul Revere lantern." Scarcity of glass in the 18th cen-

SPECIAL PURCHASE!!

FROM AMERICA'S LEADING MILL!
REG. $2.00 YD. FAMOUS "CONCORD"

REGULAR $1.69 YD. POLYESTER & COTTON

DOTTED
SWISS
65 percent Polyester, 35 percent Cotton Dotted Swiss at
the lowest price ever anywhere Full bolts, 45" Aide.
Perma-Pressed and Machine Washable. Choose from
12 most wanted colors. Don't miss this sensational
Summer Fabric Buy!

tury begot this I ji pierced
tin-lantern. The filtered gleam,
would not have been sufficent
for signal purposes from Boston to Charlestown, where Revere waited the night of April
Is. 1775. for his famous miss:00
They were efficient in colonial times :is night-lights indt,OrA. and when walking. To'
day. 0)ether genuine old ones
01' reproductions. they :ire
good for summer evening ter
decorations No other device -casts sueh patterns of
lIght s and shadows.
Must ration front American
Museum of Natural History

Genuine "Concord" Kettle Cloth at less than "2 price.
Purchased from a famous manufacturer who needed
warehouse space. Every bolt First Quality, 45" wide in
all the most wanted Kettle Cloth Colors including
denim blue. Hurry, selection is limited.

Be there when the door opens Monday 9:00 a.m. sharp for the Summer Fabric
Buys of a lifetime. Never before such fine fabrics at such a low, low price.
Hurry, for best selection as quantities
S.
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TV CAMEOS: Darryl Hickman

Actor Now Producing And Writing

Darryl Hickman at age seven (left) usually played the boy who cried when his dog was run
over. Today, however, a bearded Hickman is the associate producer of "Love of Life."
lby NU. DUNN
WHILE much of show business activity and excitement has
left New York for Hollywood,
that's not to say that there's
none to be found here in the
metropolis. Not only on Broadway but over on the west side of
town where CBS tapes its successful soap opera. "Love of
Life," fans occasionally assemole by the stage door for a
chance autograph.
One afternoon in particular, a
man stood ready with camera in
hand to catch cast members as
they went to lunch. Sighting
someone he recognized. he
called, "Darryl. can I get a picture ?" A bearded Darryl Hickman, onetime- child stet _ache
was dressed casually in checked
shirt and blue sweater, smiled
yes facing the man's camera.
-

' -
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- LOOKING a bit different from
the tough kid he played in "Men
of Boys Town" with Spencer
Tracy and Mickey Rooney, Darryl laughingly admitted, "Oh, I
bet I've changed a bit since
then." In talking about his early roles, Dari-y' I said he always
played the boy who cried when
his dog was run over. Now
though, he's moved off-camera
to become the associate producer of "Love of Life."
Darryl's career, varied and
highly successful, began when
he was just six years old. "I
bielt deereleigt end
etamma SO
singing with Bing Crosby." He
mentioned that his mother always contended that his "ca-

written the book for a musical
comedy, now needing only
composer - lyricist to supply
wondering, "What was I doing
words and Music before it reachat the studio when I was 3?"
es the stage.
• • •
But right now thoughts of
TALKING about the early
musical comedies remain vague.
put
years as a child star, Darryl
.."Love of Life" tapes throughout
the seemingly glamorous star's the year, allowing Darryl little
"Most
perspective.
life in a truer
free time for his stage project.
kid actors grow up very pad.
• • *
was
it.
I;
against
much
I'm very
ASKED about his timetable
a long time finding a certain
stability." He spoke of the for the various works in.progstrain and the unrealistic values ress, Darryl' hopes to get around
inherent in a Hollywood child- to them "at soon as there's time
hood, due perhaps to a lack of from 'Love of Life,'" Bearing
contact with the outside world. that in mind, theater-goers
might anticipate a Darryl HickBut resulting from his own
man play, possibly starring the
Hollywood experience, Darryl author,
in a season or tyio. Until
There's a story in
,
confides, '
then though, Hickman Tans can
me." Not only a fine actor,
see the results of Darryl's beDarryl is also an excellent writhind the scenes efforts on "Love
er, having already done numerof Life," daily on CBS-TV.
ous television scripts with a
few works in progress. The
story he envisions would be writMANY PRODUCTS
ten from "the child's point of
FROM WOOD
MADE
admits
view of an actor." He
Southern Forest Institute
the work would be autobiographical, adding, "I'm of the reports a list of products
opinion any creative work is an
derived from trees ranging
from acids -to iithers. A few
attempt to cope with reality."
While works in progress and of the more unusual include:
"Love of Life" might seem to
Baking yeast, bleach, bubble
indicate a definite move away
from acting. Darryl says, "I gum, cattle feed, dietetic
don't think so." Although in foods. fingernail polish., ice
discussing possible future roles, cream, linoleum, medicine.
he did limit the selection by
photographs, plastics, pursaying, "As an actor, it'll be
my material or something that 5Uirte, root beer. shoe heels.
really grabs me." And musical **on for tires turpentine.
mealier, he adds, qualities in
Asthet
Ihno n
ylophorre
second category. Coincidentally,
ys, and even rippers
but then maybe not. Darryl has
reer just happened." Darryl,
however, remains skeptical,

* VOTE FOR *

MELVIN B.
HENLEY

WINGED CULPRIT
HOLLAND, Mich. (UPI)—
Firemen were unable to determine the cause of a fire in a
camper truck here Thursday
until they looked up the vent
pipe on the stove and found it
plugged with a bird's nest.

LAND TRANSFERS
Records filed on micro-film in
the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris, include the following compiled by
the staff of the Ledger and
Times,
They are:
Kathryn Palmer Smith and
Albert B.Smith to Bob V. Penrod
and Lois B. Penrod; lot in Harvest Hills Subdivision,
Jessie E. Spencer and Joyce
Ray Spencer to Max M. Sykes
and Joanna Sykes; lot in
Gatesborough Estates Subdivision.
J. H. Burkeen and Eris
Burkeen, to Charles Mammy and
Mellodean Nanney; tract of land
on Highway 1346 south.
Herbert Chitwood, to Smithwood Development Corp., I., six
in
lots
Kentucky
Lake
Development Corp., Subdivision,
Lucy Boatwright to Danny
MacDwin and Twila Ann Dunn;
tract of land near Wild Cat Creek.
Lenore E. Jones, to Larry
Brashear and Anita H. Brashear
two tracts of land on T.V.A.
Road.
Ralph.Latimer to Charles
McCuiston; three lots in Hazel.
Mary B. Ingram to Robert
Ingram and Sharon Ingram;
tract of land in Calloway County.
Chester Thomas and Sylvia
Thomas to Forest E. Gilbert and
Betty L. Gilbert; tract of land in
Vlurray.
Jerry M. Jones and Ann H.
Jones to Helen Chambers and
Diane Davis; lot in Canterbury
Estates.
Bill Adams and Janice Adams
to Kenneth Keel and Marie Keel;
tract of land on county line
between Graves and Calloway
Catty.
John C.' Nanney, Dorthey
Nanney, Louis Jackson Wolfe,
Joette Wolfe, Bobby Grogan, and
Verona Mae Grogan to Cecil B.
Farris and Betty Lou Farris;
tract of land in Murray.
H. D. Roberts and Wanda
Roberts to M. D. McGinnis and
Pauline A. McGinnis; two tracts
of land in Murray.
Highway 641.

A SMOGGY VIEW—Air pollution is a major problem in Tokyo, as evidenced by this photo taken
from atop the 1,1N-1oot Tokyo Tower.
five inches a year as factories
pump underground water from

Tokyo's pollution
levels near crisis
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service

TOKYO — Pollution of all
unds is visible in many
Japanese cities these days but
he most dramatic evidence
may be in what is literally an
Wand of garbage in Tokyo Bay.
Built up from long ciumpings
of refuse and garbage, the
island is infested with rats and
flies and is a menace to health
far beyond mere pollution of
bay waters. So severe is the
problem that the Port and
Harbor Bureau of the Tokyo
Smithwood Development Corp government has three patrol
boats carrying out an aroundInc., to Brice E. Knuckles, Jr.; the-clock
watch to halt dumptwo lots in Kentucky Lake vie on the island and to curb
Development Subdivision.
disposal of sludge, waste oil
Smithwood Development Corpj and other rubbish in the bay.
Inc., to „jumpy, M. White; thr
This type of environmental
lots in , Kentucky
Lak aestruction is just part of the
Development Corp. Subdivisio", problem of air pollution, water
Charles Caldwell and Esteljt pollution, excess
noise,
Caldwell to Edward Y. Morg,ar poisoning of a-ops and fish
and Lillian A. Morgan;'kat in Eas/ destruction, all grouped under
"Y" Manor Subdivision.
the heading of "public
Lillie Black to Robert Ingram hazards" in a new and inand Sharon Ingram; tract in tensified corrective campaign
undertaken by the national
Calloway County.
William E. Boles and Betty A. government.
Boles to Theron C. Riley and Most days of the year Prime
Reva M. Riley; lot in Whitnell Minister Eisaku Sato, looking
from his office, cannot see
Estates Subdivision.
A. W. Owen and Pauline Owen Tokyo Tower. This reporter,
4:1Cenpeth Owen and Anna Mae atop the I,100-foot tower, could
Owen; tract of land on Blood barely see downtown Tokyo.
Such Personal evidence of
River.
smog has moved Sato to bring

Crossword Puzzle

Leadership of the drive for a
better environment directly to
his own office. He has ordered
Sadanori Yamanaka, directorgeneral of the prime minister's
office, to find a solution.
"We will find a solution,"
Yamanaka said in an interview."We must dean up the
air, the water. We must stop
the noise.
"We even have the problem
of 'sinking land.' Areas near
factories have sunk as much as

Known by both government
officials and the general public
as a man who can get things
done, Yamanaka has his work
cut out for him in this
smoggiest of all cities. Th(
situation here is so bad that
occasionally during the most
severe smog alerts, the city
turns all traffic lights red and
traffic grinds to a stop — just to
halt emission of carbon
monoxide and other filth from
the 2 million cars that seem to
be perpetually in motion or
crowded Tokyo streets.
Yamanaka's first success
was in getting about 60 per cent
of the city's 2,024 factories to
adopt stricter means in
disposal of sulfurous acid gas.
His next target is the
automobile manufacturers.
"I keep attentive to U. S.
developments," he said. "In
Japan we are considering some
nature of anti-smog device for
cars by 1975. We want to reduce
auto pollution by 1975 to the
level of 1913."After 1975, if the
auto firms don't pass inspection on their devices, they
will not be able to sell their
products. If it is impossible for
them to do so under the
traditional system, they must
find a new system — perhaps
electric cars. The government
is helping in this research."

the soil. We are asking for
voluntary measures from the
factories and the auts
manufacturers. And we wil
have compulsory governmen
measures.
you want
"We watch developments ii
vote for the.
the United States very closet] •Property'Value Administrator:
and Prime Minister Sato an( *(Tax Commissioner)or do you.
President Nixon have agree(
it want the office abolished aside
on joint measures to clean lir
*someone appointed to assess.
the environment in both ow
*your property taxes. Charles*.
countries."
410. Davis will fight to retain*
As he spoke, Yamanaka, t
your privilege to vote. Work:
powerfully athletic man o
*for and elect Charles 0. Davis,
about 45, turned from his desk *as your
next State Senator. *
to gaze out the window of hit
Paid for by Charles 0.Dans g
office. It was noon-time anc
dense smog blotted out the sun

vetAi ItAt**,),„

* LET'S RE-ELECT *

SENATOR
CARROLL HUBBARD JR.

To the voters of Murray who may not know my background and
qualifications I submit the following:
I am 35 years of age and was reared in the Wiswell Community by my
foster parents, Jesse and Effie Henley, who ran the general store there
until 1958 when. they retired. My mother, who died at my birth, was the
daughter of Print McReynolds and a sister to Ace and Harold
McReynolds who owns the Corn-Austin Men's Store on the Court Square.
As a child I attended Murray High School and Murray Training School.
I attended the University of Nevada-and Valley College, San Bernardino,
California, and graduated from Murray State University with a B.S. in
ChemOtry,Physics, and Mathematics. My Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry
is from the University of Mississippi (Ole Miss). I am married to the
former Eva Mohler of Kirksey and we have five sons; Sonny, Stanley,
Stuart,Steven, and Shane,and we reside at 104 S.9th Street.
lam presently an associate professor of Chemistry at Murray State. In
addition, I have developed and presently operate, in conjunction with my
partner Charles Homra, the Fox Meadows and Coach Estates Mobile
Home Parks on South 16th Street, both of which are inside the City limits.
I'have extensive experience in business, and I have served four years
in the United States Air Force supervising a personnel section at
squadron level. My last year of duty was served as an auditor at group
level. I believe that I am qualified by my experience to serve you as your
City Councilman,and I hope that you will vote for me next Tuesday when
you go to the polls.
It is my understanding that there is a slate of candidates running
together for this office. I am proud to say that I am not a member of this
slate. I have never attempted to ride on anyone's coattails, but have
preferred to stand on my own feet. If you elect me to the Council I shall
continue to do my own thinking and I will vote on the issues as I think you,
the taxpayers of Murray, want them voted on. .
•.
Paid for by Candidate
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FRANKF'ORT,-- EY;the period in Ki
fishing panorama wb
caster really enjoys his
the time when the blaci
top running lures.
To many this is the ei
fishing. It's the time 1
fisherman must seat
prey, cast his top-wt
alongside a fallen treeto
stickups in the inlets ,
and watch as the argurni
bass "busts" through t
to strike at the strani
that has invaded his
domain.
Whether the old f
hungry or whether he jut
like to be disturbed in is
operations by a strana
will never be determine(
fact is if the lure is i
temptingly he just car
giving it a go. This deter
presents fishing at its be
caster.
The surface lure seas
beginning. It'll be goo(
through all of May and,
into early June. It'll bet
early morning and late 1
and if you dare, at r
cloudy days the actor
there for the asking th
the day.
1:Bass will be feeding
riods in the shallower
lake itself and ale
Inlets and bays. They'll
Ilie minnows (shad)
litat's the shallow are
lake.
'
The shad will gathei
ysort of protect]
ps; stickups; ove
beds and places like
perhaps, to escapte
brays of the charging
Then, these are the
where a fisherman will
greatest success in
casting. If the bass see
viting food or bait, he'll
it and when he take
fisherman must use th
care in bringing him ir
then that the fish will 1
those same obstruction:
COME%

teeto

The Kentucky Lake 1
met recently at Aurora
Lodge. The winner of
Lake Barkley Int
Tournament, Charlie
Clarksville, Tennessee,
guest speaker. He prese
member with a pa,
Sportsmen worms. Da
were also donated
Biunpus.
ICLBC recently heic
nament with Russell
Club on Kentucky Lal
was victorious with
bringing in the largest
live fish that were n(
were released to be cat
Bill,Ford was also
represent the Club in th
Kentucky Lake In
Tournament.
"All members are re
the club tournament t
Saturday at Taylor Ba:
Barkley," James E.
said.

Answer ,
t Yesterday's Puzzle

UU00 0000 DOM
5 Was
MaRM MOMO 000
mistaken
1 Plunge
00 10000 OMO
6 Sower
4 Nuisance
7 Chinese
BO 00MR 0000
8 Girl's name
Paltoda
OMMO 0000 000
12 Be mistaken —
8 Man's name
000H0 01000 010
13 Region
9 Man's name
1000MOM 013MM00
14 Jump
10 Rational
SO MMOO 00000
11 Part of
15 Tiny
0
0000[410
OOMN
.
church
16 Inventions
0M0M MO
17 Handles
18 Spirited
MOO UMW MU
19 Allowance for
horse
waste
liJUO 00=1 MOMO
20 Hindu queen
21 Man's
000 0000 00130
21 Nobleman
nickname
25
22 Goddess of
23 Erases '
discord
(printing)
34 Speed
44 Former
24 Spanish plural
contest
25 Sea eagles
Russian ruler
article
37 Mercan
27 Brown kiwi
46 Stalk
26 Cuts
dish
28 Obstruct
48 label
28 Disunites
39 Couples
31 Snicker
29 Imitator
50 Be in
40 Seagoing
30 Ancient
debt
33 Band &color
vessel
Persian
35 WCII'M
42 Soapstone
51 Afternoon
32
Rodent
43
A
continent
Party
36 large tub
58 Rescued
39 Part of
flower
41 Center
42 Turkic
tribesman
45 Hoarder
47 Helper
49 Temporary
bed
52 Falsifier
63 Toward
shelter
54 Female
sheep
55 Vehicles
56 Microbe
57 Ocean
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City
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Cons(
To the Citizens of Calloway County:

is '
I believe—you realize that I have run my campaign on my
record, accomplishments and efforts as your State Senator during the past three
and one-half years.

Respc

The old style of politics—incorrect accusations begging a
reply, innuendOes, running down your opponent, mud-slinging, etc.—has no
appeal to most voters nowadays. I am confident you will,prove this
to be
true in Calloway County on next Tuesday.

2

Carroll Hubbard,'Jr.

AN

First District,State Senator
Mayfield, Kentucky
Funds for this advertisement contributivl to the candidate by friends In Calloway
—Paid for by Senator Carroll Hubbard, Jr., Mayfield, Kentucky,Treasurer

County.
V.
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New Publication
Is Aid to Boaters

gsmc
414E1)
PIFLA

FRANKFORT, KY. — Now shad had counted—On—for his
comes the period in Kentucky's protection.
fishing panorama when
the The flyrod fishermg‘ at this
caster really enjoys his art. It's period, enjoys his bast bass
the time when the black bass hit fishing, also. All he needs do is to
top running lures.
lay his small lure quietly on the
The Twin Lakes Coon Chub held its mosddy hunt, Saturday,
To many this is the epitome of surface, then retrieve it by short
fishing. It's the time when the jerks on the flyrod, allowing the May 15. Sbrteen dogs were entered in the hunt. Philllp Thompses
fisherman must seek down his lure to come to rest after each with Rattler and Jimmie Types with Bonnie won first pines
prey, cast his top-water lure jerk. Not many casts will made RS+ points.
alongside a fallen treetop or over before the bass will strikekand the
stickups in the inlets and bays fight is on.
and watch as the argumentive old Casting of streams and farm
bass "busts" through the water ponds also produces many fine
to strike at the strange object catches of bass in this manner
that has invaded his private along with other species of fish.
domain.
This farm pond fishing, early
Whether the old fellow is and late, offers some of the very
hungry or whether he just doesn't best bass fishing via the surface
like to be disturbed in his feeding lure method.
operations by a strange object By "laying„ the lure right up
will never be determined. But the close to the bank, where the fish
fact is if the lure is presently are apt to be feeding, much actemptingly he just can't resist tion can be encountered. Most
giving it a go. This determination usually, at this period of the
presents fishing at its best for the year, the bass will be found in
waters mot more than a foot deep
caster.
The surface lure season is just and in this shallow area it will
Second place winner was John Neimi with Pepper and King
beginning. It'll be good enough create some fancy swirls and
with
75+ points.
runs.
through all of May and, perhaps,
into early June. It'll be best in the Here,too, on cloudy days bass
early morning and late afternoon may be caught throughout the
and if you dare, at night. On daylight hours, while on a bright
cloudy days the action will be day the fisherman May just as
there for the asking throughout well lay aside his tackle when the
sun comes out strong.
the day.
Aims will be feeding at these If you can see the fish, he can
By JACK MOLISTON
periods in the shallower waters of see you, too, and he is apt, to be
(UPI)
— From mile run. The 20-foot craft is
NEW
YORK
_
lake itself and also in the spooked.
'Powered by a 1500-horsepower
the ditty bag:
Jjilets and bays. They'll be where
—One of the big spring supercharged Chrysler engine
the minnows (shad) are and
events in. the South is the AU and has unofficially. exceeded
Mat's the shallow areas of the
Boat Clubs Review, to be held 200 mph on a number of runs.
lake.
—Tulane University sailors
May 22-23 on TVA's Lake
'The shad will gather around
Chickamauga. All boaters and have added another bit of sily sort of protection—fallen
boat dubs have been invited to verware to their crowded trotops; stickups; over stumpjoin the Review. Events will phy case by winning the recent
include National Outboard As- John Kennedy Regatta chambeds and places like that,
sociation sanctioned ski racing pionship at Annapolis, Md. It
perhaps, to escapte the wild
embracing all classes—sailboat was their second title in the
*rays of the charging bass.
races, tub racing, bass boat annual event which this year
Then, these are the places
where a fisherman will have the If you are planning your drag racing and such non-nauti- drew 11 eight-man college
greatest success in surface summer boating these days, cal events as beauty contests crews, all of whom sailed 44revolve and square dancing. Sponsors foot yawls. Other finishers, in
casting. If the bass sees an in- perhaps your throughts
order, induded Rhode Wand,
viting food or bait, he'll charge at around malting a long and in- include the All Tri-State area
river. If boat clubs, the Coast Guard Stanford, Yale, Southern Caliit and when he takes it the teresting cruise on some
Chattanooga fornia, Cornell, New York
fisherman must use the utmost this is the case, here are some Auxiliary, the
and the State Maritime College, WesSki
Clubs
Water
experts
at
from
the
boating
ideas
care in bringing him in, for it is
Chattanooga Convention and tern Washington University,
then that the fish will head for Mercury outboards that will help. Visitors Bureau.
Notre'Dame and The Citadel.
Rivers come in all sizes and
those same obstructions that the
—National Drag Boat Asso—No water pollution probshaees. If the one that appeals to
you is large, you have the option ciation world records announ- lems are foreseen with ilia
of starting at either end, cruising ced recently list Mr. Ed,owned latest creation of Eskay Plastics
one way along one bank, and by sportsman-industrialist Ed Ltd., of Fabreville, Que.,
,-Canada—but a lot of legwork
returning along the other bank. Wills of Fresno, Calif., as fast
Sights along opposite banks Of a est hydro in the "blown fuel" is involved. It's a two-passenger
class with a mark of 190.26
big river can be so different that miles per hour for a quarter- pibpel-it-yourself boat that Is
said to be virtually unsinkable,
it amounts to exploring a whole
weighs less than 110 pounds
new river on the return leg.
and the two groups swap con- and can be navigated in only
- The Kentucky Lake Bass Club Bt
-itTITIM-Hfier is narrow, you veyances.
three inches of water. Formed
met recently at Aurora Masonic or some of your passengers might
This way,everyone gets a good at- Cycolac plastic._ it glide*
Lodge. The winner of the 1970 find it a mite tedious to retrace
share of boating and ground through the water at five to six
Lake Barkley Invitational every mile. To cope with such
transportation
is
always milts per hour, pedaled by
Tournament, Charlie Bumpus of streams, here's an idea that can
available for side trips to points either one or both of its two
Clarksville, Tennessee, was the be worked out in various ways.
of interest some miles from the passengers.
guest speaker. He presented each One way or another you arrange
riverbank.
The change of pace
— New York State is not
member with a package of for your car and "'trailer to be
and conveyances makes this going to wait for an expected
Sportsmen worms. Door prizes taken to your chosen destination,
scheme
especially
suitable
for
new federal law governing diswere also donated by Mr. or for someone to meet you there.
groups in which there are both
Bumpus.
There you quickly pick up yoUr very young and older persons, charge of waste into the water
ICLBC recently held a tour- car and drive to pick up the boat who might get fidgety on a long by pleasure boats. The state
says that regardless of federal
nament with Russellville Bass and any members of the party
boat ride.
action it is going ahead and
KLBC
Lake.
Club on Kentucky
who have stayed with it.
Yet another idea is to study enforce its law—appimed a
was victorious with Bill Ford With the boat once again on its maps and guide books to find
year ago—which requires - apbringing in the largest bass. All trailer, you can either take
some chain of lakes, rivers and proved holding tanks or reinjured
were
not
live fish that
everyone home by an interesting canals that form a complete or circulating toilets. The strict
were released to be caught again. land route or switch to some nearly complete circuit. If you law, which provides fines up
Bill „Ford was also chosen to other interesting waterway for can find such a setup—and they to $100 and imprisonment up
represent the Club in the June 4-6 more boating.
do exist—a long boat trip can be to 60 days,"or both, for nonKentucky Lake Invitational A variation of this idea is to made with
ever-changing compliance, has drawn conTournament.
divide a large family or group of scenery on passing shorelines. siderable criticism from boaters
"All members are reminded of friends into two sections. Some Yet you terminate the cruise and boating organizations. The
the club tournament to be held take the boat down the river right back where you started and new federal law is not expected
Saturday at Taylor Bay on Lake while others follow on riverside where your car and trailer are to be so demanding and may
Barkley," James E. Durham roads in the car. At prearranged waiting your further con- permit a low degree of treatment discharge.
said.
points the boat stops at gas docks

Boating

Ways To
Cruise
A River

tee

Bass Club

Has Meeting

Conservation

•

is Your
Responsibility

—j- 4,4

,

Best Spring Fishing
May Be In Nearest Pond

Caring For
A Plastic
Windshield

Worship services
for campers

STAHL:117j

HELP PRESERVE
OUR WILDLIFE.

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.
1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753-4652

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

STOP
AND F ILL-UP
AT

TAYLOR
MOTORS
eta•POPLAR

OIL PRODUCTS

'WEST KENTUCKY'S
TIANSPORTATION CENTER"
PRONE 111-1212

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

r4A-CHURS
Liquid Fertilizer

MURRAY HOME i AUTO
—GUNS and AMMUNITION —

I

Hazel FlIghww,

Murray, Kentucry

•

-•••

* Cherokee._

* Alumacraft

• Fabuglas

JOHNSON MOTURS
Sales and Service
New Concord. Ky.
Phone 436-549.

CHEMICAL
CO INC.
"PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS 01Ult
MAJOR BUSINESS"

HUTSON

CaU Any Time

753-1933

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
CPEN EN EKE EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

* Aipax

* Monark

Bulk Distributor

LIBERTY
Super Market

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESORT

All Makes of Guns

CHRYSLER

T
ii
ioti

RIF

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

AUTHORIZED DEALER
0
WORE CORPORATION

,pW I

1 FINS'N'
L FEATHERS
...
i: -

WARD - ELKINS
-

4 Ar,
'

NEW YORK (UPI)—More chores are divided, the woman
than 46 million Americans will is not necessarily a 1970s
take to the water this year in "slave."
everything from inflatable rub- Keep equipment to
the
ber boats to outboards to minimum, advises "Shipshape,'
sailing craft and motor yachts. published by Johnson Wax Co.,
Some of them, unfortunately Racine, Wis., with Parton
for safety's sake, will forget the Keese, boating editor, The New
rules of the "road." Some will York Times, as consultant.
be so naive at first they will Sufficient equipment usually
think a nun is something in a can be two saucepans that
convent and a galley is a place make a double boiler, a frying
they used to., keep slaves.
pan and a coffee pot. Cutlery
Be that as it may, the should be stainless steel, dishes
il
boating boom has reached plastic, glasses unbreakable. A
''..,'.
, 4„....
1 !yl
across America and if you're supply of paper utensils is
going to be one of the boaters, useful when there's no time to
-.\
..r.
either as owner or guest wash up or-and the water
aboard, a new publication supply is low.
"Shipshape" will help you go If it's as extended family
down at_ the water without cruise, try to buy as you go,
being at sea.
particularly perishables. Lean
A nun, for instance, is a heavily on dehydrated foods If
"traffic sign" for the skipper. possible, pack the things for
And the galley is the cooking each meal in a plastic bag or
center of the craft.
other plastic container and
More likely than not, the mark it. Choose containers in
galley also is woman's domain. sizes that'll fit into each other
Except foi luxury yachts, most and in out-of-the-way corners of
galleys are mini and usually the craft.
FRANKFORT, KY. — It's lure settles, it will be gobbled up
can accommodate only one To augment water tanks or
always a pleasure to go fishing in by the bluegill who handles it
person at a time. But if the substitute,for them, use soft
one of the big lakes. It's fun and roughly and furiously. This fish,
collapsible polyethylene bags the trip is exciting and the often called bream in Kentucky,
that fold into small packages scenery beautiful but still it is not also succumbs to the tempting
when empty. Even full, these necessary. If it's for catching artificial bug or fly when it is
conform
to
the irregular fish, a farm pond will do very liroperly presented by the fly rod
contours of any available well.
devotee.
storage space. They can be Some of the finest fishing is, Once a big bluegill has been
used for other liquids, but not perhaps, within a few miles of the caught from a farm pond it's a
petrofeum products.
good idea, if the spawning season
average home.
Boating with children? Put We're talking about farm pond is on,to cast again and again over
them to work if they're over fishing and specifically bluegill the very same area. Likely as
six. Give them simple duties— fishing at this immediate time. not, each cast will be rewarded
routine cleaning jobs, swabbing Just about now, through the with a handsize bluegill that'll
Most boats in the outboard and the deck, polishing. Let them remainder of May, the bluegill, dart through the water like a
stern drive class have wind. have a 'turn at the heltn, with
that pesky little battler that will drunken motorcycle rider as it is
shields. For practical reasons an adult always beside them. give you more fight per ounce being retrieved by the fisherman.
-these frequently utilize clear, Keep them busy watching for
than any other type fish, is on the For the first few seconds after
durable plastic rather than glass. buoys, encourage them to keep nest and when this condition the strike, fishermen say, the
To be economically feasible, a log, teach them the most meists it means trouble. It's bluegill gives more fight ounce
curved glass windshields of useful knots. Let them help trouble of the. right kind, for ounce than any other species.
special shape may have to be with meals and cleanup.
However, after this few seconds
however.
made up in volumes larger than And make wearing life Bluegill act just opposite from it's easily brought in, although it
many boatbuilding companies preservers aboard an inflexible the black bass,for instance, when will come through the water in a
require. However curved plastic rule.
nesting. The black bass will gliding position, never in a
windshields are readily made up
hover around deposited eggs and straight line.
in moderate numbers at
will protect them but will almost Bluegill fishing offers much
reasonable cost through a simple
never strike at a lure when on this sport throughout the year, not
heat-forming process any
only in farm ponds, but from
guard duty.
suitably equipped shop or plastic
The bluegill, on the other hand, streams and major lakes as well.
supply house can manage.
is gullible to the proffered lure, Nevertheless;farm pond fishing
Where flat panels are used,
most generally a wiggly garden at spawning t' ne attracts,
plastic is rapidly and accurately
worm, while protecting his nest. perhaps, more f hermen than
WORSHI
cut to shape with badsaws. And CAMPGROUND 8:30 a.m It's not known whether this any other species, rhite bass and
each Sunday at
the material is safe to have Memorial Day through Lebo vengance In born ot protection or evxmate vtins not velltoillaullft.
aboard boats as well is being Day at Kentucky Dam, Kenlake, of a healthy appetite, but the fact
moderate in weight.
It's a family affair in the ponds
Lake Barkley, Paris Landing remains that while on the nest
To keep such a windshield in Free Use (on 453 so. of Hillman the bluegill offers the best sport with mom and the kids enjoying
good condition the boating ex- Ferry), Hillman Ferry, Rushing of the year for the fisherman. the fishing sport,even in an afterperts at Mercury outboards of- Creek and Piney.
All he needs to do is drop the school jaunt, as much as pop will
OUTDOOR CATHOLIC MASS meal worm or garden worm over like his trip to the lake for. the
ficer a few simple rules.
Do not wipe a dirty windshield is held at Grand Rivers (7:00 the bed and almost before the lunkers.
with a dry cloth. This can fill the a.m.) and Aurora (9:00 a.m.)
propeid
plastic's surface with grit Camping clothes are
services..
these
ell
-dressier
scratches which, although /mat
CHAPLAINS are in attendance
can scatter light rays and impair
at Hillman Ferry. Rushing Creek
visibility. Intead, wash a really and Piney.
dirty windshield with mild soap,
Lakes
water and a soft cloth. Follow by The Land Between the
Area Ministry is comprised of
cleaning with a plastic cleaning Lutherans
(Mo. Sy. and L.C.A.),
Preparation available at any Episcopalians,
Methodists,
good marine supply store.
Baptists, Catholics. Disciples,
When there is no appreciable Presbyterians and Cumberland
dust coating, this cleaner can be Presbyterians
used without prior soap-andwater cleaning.
At least one or more of
Plastic tends to develop a static the new 12 Meter yachts that
electricity charge and to attract will be seeking a defending or
dust particles to its surface. This challenging role in the 1973
often happens when trailering in America's Cup series is exdry weather, so take windshield pected to have an aluminum
cleaning materials along on hull. Previously, only wood has
been permitted for hull contrailering trips.
It is recommended that wind- struction of the 12s, in acVan Denton, left, and Benny Cushman of Cushman's Bait
shield wipers not be installed on cordance with regulations by
Plastic windshields. The material Lloyd's of London, whose Market of New Concord display this fine catch of croppie caught la not as hard as glass and will building standards are accepted Is Kentucky Lake. Mr. and Mrs. Van Denton and Maggie Porter
readily become scratched by the for boat classifications. Lloyd's caught 43 croppie averaging two pounds apiece on a fishing trip to
approved aluminum.
Blood River last week.
frequent action of a wiper blade. recently

or Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

so Sporting kaoods
Murray, Ky

rfilizer
TOUT TleferifIll011 Carefully &

Accurately Fttled

Located W. Railroad Avenue
Phone 753-2571
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two parent* to go to after
school.
"They come here for this,'3
Vuocolo, tapping the milk
in his hand. "But we
try to use it to give them other
things.'
of volunteers and managers of
Students in work-study
By CYNTHIA FANTO
the city's Housing Authority.
courses at Jersey. Qty State
JERSEY CITY, NJ. (UPI)
The federal government's
College and volunteer high
— Schools have closecl for the only role, in fact, is to provide
students also come to
day here. On a rundown sec- 10 cents a day per child along school
centers each day.and help
the
tion of Newark Avenue a po- with a supply of surplus basic
with homework and &timeworn
liceman walks his late after- foodstuffs. Ten cents doesn't
studies. The younger children
noon be.at, passing a row of stretch far in saa avenge
are encouraged tonolori
boarded-up stores.
'American family's budget,and
jor attra ction.
At the end of the block food supplies frequently seem
Asked why she came to the
stand the Hudson Garden to be mainly peanut butter
center daily, a small girl anapartments—one
of eight jelly. But there are always
wered shyly: "There aren't
World War ll projects housing flour and butter.
anv crayons at home."
15,000 "low-income" persons.
'"And for the 90 cents it
"With 10 cents and a little
Children gather in a base. imagination, a lot can be
costs for a ream of paper and
ment room of one of the done," says Conrad J. 88 cents for two boxes ol
squat, four-story buildings. Vuocob, the effervescent dir- (rayons, we have no broken
They sip milk out of cartons, ector of tenant services, who
window.s today,"says Vuocolo
WHILING AWAY THE TIME until the Lyndon Baines Johnson Library is dedicated
create crayon drawings and is the moving force behind
"Man ... rich or poor ... ii
on the Austin campus of the University of Texas, former President Lyndon B.
sometimes turn to homework the success of the program.
anti-social when hungry."How
Johnson takes his daughter Luci Nugent, her son Lyn, and their dog Yukki for a
studies in an atmosphere
you give love? You give
About 25 mothers gather
do
ride around his huge LBJ Ranch near Austin.
warmed by the sound of happy daily at the community kitthem something."
chatter.
chen, made up of one large
They and up to 3,000 other commercial oven, and bake
school children in similar snacks for the children. They
AND ON,AND ON,AND ON,
ARE LIKE 50N65 ONE
rooms throughout the city are contribute their own special
114EV my -Pito\
(0./ EVER THINk OF ME A6
WE &KS An
CANNOT FOR6ET...
participants in a unique fed- •skills and ethnic culinary talAND ON, AND ON, AND ON,
A MELOW THAT LIN6ER5 ON?
LIKE BEAUTIFUL
eral program aimed,at keeping ents, sometimes turning out
AND ON, AND ON,AND...
MUSIC..
them properly fed and off cornbread with surplus flour,
congested streets between the butter and powdered
timjçhooI lets out and dinner
If apples are in the latest
at home.
they might cook
ihipment,
4.
The program, funded by
the U.S. Department of Agri- ipplesauce; if peaches, peach
:
lgIF
011i0
"
ilmWe
m* imirdlim!
hi
rice
out
as
turns
Rice
cobblers.
1
culture's Food and Nutrition
pudding on the children's little
Service, is simple, and is imwork tables, and one woman
plemented through the enerprepares popular portions of
getic involvement of a corps
pal and beans when the nec,FINE, WE'RE
THERE'S THE
THIS ISN'T
essary supplies are there.
LOOKIN& FOR
OUTFIELD
--WHAT
LIKE
TO
EXACTLY
I'D
each
says
The•government
AN OUTFIELDER
GE T GOING
I HAD IN MIND
JOIN YOUR
child must receive milk or
TEAM—I'M
juice, and a wheat snack or
A GOOD
fruit each day. Vuocolo notes
OUTFIELDER
milk costs nearly 8 cents a
carton, leaving only 2 cents to
provide some other nutritional
offering each day.
Mixed backgrounds
irt 1,
The children are from mixv,f
ed ethnic backgrounds-60 per
7
with
MAO
home
)1,
have
a
not
A
do
cent

Love and nutrition
dispensed to kids

TRAINING TO RACE OCEAN LINER—Ken Crutchlow of
England is training on a stationary bicycle for a twoman race with the ocean liner S. S. Arcadia from San
t' Francisco to Ketchikan, Alaska. His partner is Paxton
Beale, also an Englishman.

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

.CELEBRATE
i(Valltrak SWAI
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Ca'rton
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of Murray
Hwy. 641 So.

THE MODERN ARTOF LIVING
N THE TREVIRA ERA

Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

SUNDAY BUFFET
Served Each Sunday
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
2.50 Including Drink, Dessert & Tax

For Th
Wer

Ca

lh PRICE FOR CHILDREN

Please the entire family. Bring them to the
festaurant where dining is a pleasure. Excellent
300d, fine service, homey atmosphere! Make it a
:Sunday habit
Or

vial 753-5986 for Reservations for Your
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.

1.

2.

OUT TO LUNCH — An unidentified young lady uses
a paper bag to protect her
hair from the rain as she
returns to work from lunch
in downtown Omaha, Neb.
Wonder what her job is.

3.

A
Free
Storage
Plain
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ELECT

WENDELL FORD GOVERNOR
Democratic Primary On May 25

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME
YOU QUIT A JOB THAT PAID
$42,500 A YEAR FOR LIFE??
Ex-Judge Combs Did Last June.
WHY?? Could This Be One Reason?
This is a partial reprint of a news story in the
Louisville Courier Journal last Sunday, March 28, 1971.
$10,000 check involved

Combs'name surfaces
in W.Va. controversy

Wendell Ford And His Family

For Three And One-Half Years
Wendell Ford Has Kept The
Commitments He Made When
Running For It Governor.

By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
Cractro..levrnekl Staff Writer

CHARLESTON, W. Va.—In a furore
stirred here by a bribery indictment of
ex-Gov. W. Wallace Barron, a 610.000
check from Barron's onetime law panther
to former Kentucky Gov. Bert Combs
has come to light.
The check was written on Feb. 15,
1967—shortly after Barron's law firm
settled a claim by the Kentucky Highway
Department against one of the law firm's
clients, Cataphote Corp. of Jackson, Miss.
A stor about the, payment to Combs
is being published in today's editions of
The Charleston Gazette•Mail.
A telephone call from Combs to the
Highway Department had arranged a
meeting with highway officials at which
Barron and his partruir, John E. Davis
Jr.. settled the claim. (Combs was not
governor at the time, having Eft office
in December 1963. t
The records in the whole affair do not

1. He Has Rebuilt The Democratic Party
2. He Has Been A Working Lt Governor

show that Combs did anything illegal.
However, there is disagreement as to
whether the $10.000 check was payment
for Combs assist in the Cataphote-Highway Department case or for other legal
services.
"I sent him a check for $10,000 and,
in my opinion, the phone call that he
made was worth $20,000," Davis said in
an interview. Davis himself got a 625,000
share from the $60,000 fee in the case.
". . . Without 13ert, I couldn't have
done it," he said.
Davis also said he had in mind "many
favors" by Combs in sending the check.
but added, "Had I never got the Cataetude 660.000-1 appreciated everything
he'd done—but Ilk Aws„gat. ka
penny of money."
In a sworn statement; a former secretary to Davis said, "Davis told me it (the
510,000 check) was for Combs' share for
arranging the deal."

.1•14111.411121C,4111111111Mr% •• MO
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3. He Has Not Been An Obstructionist
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A Vote For Ford Is A Vote
Against Higher Taxes

"

Bel t Ti C09:11111.1k4art

Ten Th,)u‘..„;, 6.; ;
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no

-

A/ALLAN'S

'

JOHN K. DAVIS. =MEER

Thi• (:!.itrietinn National Rank
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THIS IS THE • how,' ('HE(.
thco

! ;n early
T Combs.
I the check

.064r;
co,iaire4 44""e9
oo.or.a L.I:Az/A
indicates it was endorsed with a rubber stamp.
"For Deposit Only, Bert T. Combs. Attorney.'
and deposited in a Louisville bank.

* Wendell Ford Is Interested In Munay State University And Will Work
* He Will Accelerate The 4 Laning Of U.S. 641 And Will Upgrade Highway
94 And Will Give Priority To Peoples Roads To Serve The People Of Our Slate.

* Wendell Ford Believes That While Enrollment Has Leveled Off In Our Regional
Universities, It Is Important That More Funds Be Made Available For Primary
And Secondary Education Over The Commonwealtft

Vote WENDELL FORD for GOVERNOR
"Fighter For People"
People, People, People vs"The Fat Cats"
For Free Ride To Vote Tuesday, May 25-Please Call 753-9972, 753-8661, or 753-9910
Paid Political Ad By Calloway Count; Committee For Ford - L.C.Enix. Chairman
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Census Bureau's Job Over Until 1980?
ifs Still One of Most Active Agencies!

Hospital Report
May 18, 1971
ADULTS
NURSERY

3

has changed the tide of a new
CBS will telecast 83 Nationprogram due in September
al Football League regular- from "Marriage Can be Fun"
season games during the 1971 to "The
Funny Side." It
season, beginning Sept. 19. involves a
permanent repertory
There will be elarea pee-season company
'of five couples using
night games aired on Aug. 28,
sonp and sketches to treat
Sept. 3 and Sept. 12,

everyday problems.,

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Re-Elect

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Linda Sue Terwilleger
and Baby Girl, 101 College
Courts, Murray, Miss CYlithia4
Ann Robinson, 405 S. 8th ,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Jane
Morton, Rt. 1, Hazel, Glen Curtis
McKinnby, 103 N. 18th, Murray,
Mrs. Ellen Elizabeth James, 908
Sycamore Murray, Mrs. Louise
Emma Paschall, Rt.1, Hazel, ivo
Lester Morris, 618 Broad Ext.,Murray, Mrs. Ora Lee Jackson,
417 N. Cherry, Murray, Joe
Everett Pace, P. 0. Box 55,
Hardin, William Robert Pittman,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Stella
*MAU%
Lane,
Meadow
Ragsdale,
lifIS
tie,4101 Murray, Mrs. Mary Louise
Baker, 1209 Polar, Murray.

American WOW.
Printed publications and magnetic tapes are major products of today'scent in number of
per
The 1970 census is sixpected to produce an increase of about 35
count.
palms in publishod reports and 100 per cent in computer topes over the 1960
much ballyhoo about "invasion
of privacy,- a cartoon that became popular for laughs
showed a census taker inside a
bathroom asking the person behind a shower curtain, "Who's
lected, sorted and fed into
In there with you?"
computers. Now, in a veritable
-.
-)tesently sworn in to break a 150PAGES IN HISTOK(
However, little known is tRif
dood of almost daily reports
year tradition, the first girl- pages in the U.S. Senate'
villages, cities, counties and fact that every census or surchat with two boy pages on the steps of the Capitol in
nation
vey
taken by the bureau, instates throughout the
Washington. The four are (from left) Rick Kunkel,
are learning whether they are cluding the questions to be
Kensington, Md.; Tom Gonzales, Tucson, Ariz.; Julie
gaining or losing population, or asked, has to be authorized and
Price, Bartlesville, Okla., Paulette Desell, Schnertady. -standing
results-of approved by Congress whic
the census also have political supplies the money for the job.
repercussions. Some states lose The questions are even scrutiABC again will present "The Sept. 11 on NBC of the "Peggy or gain representation in Con- nized for approval by the
Undersea World of Jacques Fleming at Sun Valley" enter: gYtAik.
Bureau of the. Budget.
• • •
Cousteau" specials during the tainment special first aired last
The-job of the census takers
THE BUREAU likes to call
1971-72 season. There will be Jan. 24. The skating star shares is over. Under the mandate of
eight one-hour programs, faur honors with another former the Constitution, Article I. itself "fact finder for the na
Olympic
champ, there's nothing for them to do lion." Thanks to its efforts; the
Winter
new ones and four repeats.
France's skiing Jean-Claude until the next official census in United States is perhaps the
best-profiled and most open
1980. Right? Wrong!
There will be a reprise on Kill).
society in history.
censua taking has come a
What might seem like waste
long way since it was first
launched in the year Washingful trivia- such as a rece
ton became president, 1790, for
Census Bureau report that t
the purpose of determining connation's pharmacists had- fill
gressional representation and
a how "direct taxes shall be ap- over. 700 million prescriptio
in - a single year is often t
portioned among the several
kind of vital data sought
states."
every segment of business,
• • •
dustry, commerce and-rinance
THE CENSUS BUREAU, a
and congress
unit or the Department of
Commerce, is one of the nation's most active agencies,
with a recently constructed
home of its own in nearby
Suitland. Md., making use of
every conceivable modern device to collect, store, analyze':
retrieve and disseminate a
seemingly endless flow of facts
about the United States.
Even now the Census Bureau
is figuratively knocking on
door§ for a new survey which
By HARRY KURSH

Coat's( Press Association
Correapioiderif
WASHINGTON — The- 1979
census statistics have been col-

THE FIRST SENATORIAL
DISTRICT HAS SUFFERED DURING THIS

PRESENT TERM BECAUSE OF INEFFECTIVE
REPRESENTATION IN Frankfort In 1970 our
* present Senator was voted ...

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

by the Capitol Press Club. No wonder the First
District has been left out when decisions are
made in Frankfort Let us restore the First
District to its rightful place in the eyes of all
Kentuckians and elect .. .

CHARLES 0.
DAVIS
As The Next

SENATOR from the FIRST
SENATORIAL DISTRICT
(Paid for by Charles 0. Davis
as his own Treasurer)

will continue' through early
simmer. This time it will obtain a thorough profile of residential ownership and finance
'in the United States.
Through a scientific sampling of 65,000 residential units
in se7ected cities, counties and
metropolitan areas, property
owners are being asked just
about everything from when
their buildings were constructed to the purchase price, the
type of mortgage, where the
came
money
down-payment
from, interest rate on the
mortgage and such Personal
questions as age, sex, race and
income.

"CANDY IS DANDY b....
liquor is quicker" auth.
Ogden Nash, dead in /11[timore at 68, is shown
the peak of his rhymi%
career in 1956.
SOME call this probing, some failure. He had been hi,say prying. Before the 1970 pitaliaed since March H
census was kicked off amidst

OPAL McCAGE SMITH
To Your

MtRAY CITY altUNCIL
04gimoi4mmo.am0.moOOO

I
I

On Hivy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)
14

o0

Phone
753-5787

May 19, 1971
ADULTS 100
NURSERY 4

WITHOUT , Census Bureau
data. it would hardly be possible for business executives to

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Peoples (Mrs. Viola
pan production and distribu- Evelyn Peoples), Rt. 1, Sedalia.
tion, to locate plants and for
municipal planners to know
DISMISSALS
how and where to construct
Mrs. MIC
rte
- Graves Crisp, 1001
sewer
signals
or
traffic
roads,
Fairlane Dr., Murray, Harvey
facilities. Every year hundreds
Dale Puckett, Dexter, Mrs.
of state laws and the spending
of billions of dollars by govern- Wilma Jean Dunlap, 402 N. 12th,
ment. at every leffeLare. predi- Murray, Miss Janice Faye
cated on official Census statis- Eaves, Box 88 Elizabeth Hall
tics.
MSU, Murray, James Wiley
The kind
of information Outland, 405 S. 11th, Murray,
the Census
available from
Mrs. Edna Darlene Hawkins, 742
Bureau could fill a veritable
mat-order catalog ,by subject Nash Dr., Murray, Mrs. Helen
headings alone. This informa- Elrida Kuyketkiall, Rt, 5 Spruce
tion with confidential personal St., Paris Tenn., Mrs. Peggy Ann
data deleted --is frequently pur- McCord, 900 S. 17th, Murray,
chased by businessmen in pub- Elvis Franklin Lamb, Rt. 1,
li,hed form or on computer Kirksey, Mrs.
Goldie
Mae
t.,pes
Barrow, Box 23, Dover, Tenn.,
Even individuals are generAl!y unaware that they c'an use William Ernest Crider, 808
cenouo data, without charge, Sycamore, Murray, Leslie
to establish proof of age or a Warren Moore, Rt. 6, Murray,
prior residence for retirement Preston Boyd, Rt. 1, Murray,
or other legal purposes.
Mrs. Mary Katherine Myers, Rt.
It • not for nothing that more
7, Murray, Dr. Ralph Hicks
thol a century ago President
C:rfield referred to the census Woods, 1318 Main St., Murray,
as "the prophet of his Mrs. Zilpha Gertrude Cook,
,ntion." Census taking is General Delivery, Hazel, Mrs.
nic,re than that now. It's the Mary Elizabeth Compton exof pired), Rt. 4, Murray.
instrument
truspensable
--Hein government.

Special
This Week
Only

8:00-5:00 I
Mon. thruj
Sat. !

BLUE
SPRUCE

1:00-5:00!
Sunday I

% Price
We have a large selection
1
I of ROSES NOW IN BLOOM, PUTTEDI
READY TO PLANT
i
1
i VISIT YOUR NURSERY FOR A
1
ICOMPLETE LINE OF NURSERY STOCK0
i
i
%....
0411=1.0.1=1.0'MW04=1.
1 0 4111110
'
0 AMID ii4=11
,04111.'
"Mb 0416

:"THE SENATOR MOST VALUABLE TO
4.
THE REPUBLICAN PARTY"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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VOTE

S
E
AR.
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HY
0ELECTIONT
REpEur
Ic.
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TE A M

Tuesday, May 25,1971

EXF
IN GO
AND

MI
SI

EDL

CONS

FIN
DISCLC
SEVER

for GOVERNOR

TOM EMBERTON
for LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

JIM HOST
for ATTORNEY-GENERAL

ED SCHROERING

EDUC
PROG
KEr

MENT)

PAR
RECI
CRIME

for SECRETARY of STATE

VOTE
for

RAY ROBERTS
Representative
OUR Friend for Years—Let Him Become YOUR Friend
in Frankfort!
He has twice served as President of the Board of Realtors, served as a Director of the State
Board of RealtOrs. President of the Murray State Thorobred Club, Past President of the Murray
Baseball Assoc . Sunday School Teacher at Cherry Corner Baptist Church and is a Graduate of
Murray High Scnool and Murray State University.

YOUNG ENOUGH TO BE WIDE AWAKE ...
MATURE ENOUGH TO MAKE WISE DECISIONS!
(Paid for by Friends of Ray Roberts)

KEN HARPER
for SUPERINTENDENT of PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

JEWEL HAMILTON
for STATE AUDITOR

BOB MILLER

HEAL
WE

PROGI
THE

for STATE TREASURER

DICK VERMILLION

AGRI
for COMMISSIONER of AGRICULTURE

BEN ALLEN BURNS
for CLERK of the COURT OF APPEALS

DOUG MOSELEY

FOR VICTORY IN NOVEMBER . . .
VOTE THE EMBERTON-HOST TEAM NOW!
Paid for by Local Republican Leadership, E. W. Riley, Treas.

t,

HIGHIA
ACCE!
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BEFORE YOU VOTE ON MAY 25

COMPARE THE CANDIDATES
For The Democratic Nomination For Governor
And You'll Agree

c(;;lai's
IS BY FAR THE BEST QUALIFIED!

ACTIVITY
EXPERIENCE
IN GOVERNMENT
AND BUSINESS ...

BERT COMBS

HIS OPPONENT

City Attorney, Prestonsburg; Commonwealth's Attorney; Judge, Kentucky Ccurt of Appeals; Governor of Kentucky, 1959-1963; Judge, United States Court of Appeals,
1967-1970. Practicing attorney; state and federal judge', professor political science,
University of Massachusetts.
_•

Assistant to Governor Bert Combs; State Senator; present Lieutenant Governor.
Proprietor of insurance agency. State and National President Jaycees.

MILITARY
SERVICE

Enlisted as a private in the U.S. Army, 1942; attained rank of,saptain; '17
served in
South Pacific on staff of General Douglas MacArthur; chief, War Crime Department's
Investigation Section, Philippines; awarded Bronze Star, Philippine Medal of Merit.

Served stateside in U.S. Army 1944-46; served in Kentucky National Guard
1949-1957.

EDUCATION

Graduate of Clay County High 'School at age 15; attended Cumberland College;
graduated from University of Kentucky College of Law, ranked second in his class.

High school graduate. Attended University at _!ta
.ntteck ..

CONSERVATION

Enacted most stringent strip mining laws in Kentucky's history; began Kentucky's
clean-up and beautification program; enacted law requiring the screening of junkyards from public view.

No legislation on strip mining offered while serving as presiding officer of the
Senate. Failed to enforce existing laws while acting as Governor.

FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURE LAW

Favors full disclosure of financial position and all sources of income for all
elected

SEVERANCE TAX
EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAM FOR
KENTUCKY

officials.

Helped kill a financial disclosure law in 1970 session of State legislature.

a

Favors a severance tax on all minerals, including coal, oil and gas. Favors returning
portion of the tax to counties where the mineral is produced.

Originally opposed any severance tax, now favors a severance tax on coal only.
Favors placing all tax collected in state general fund.

During first administration, 4,653 new classrooms built; improved teaching standards
and teachers' salaries; seven nevi.vocational schools built; created first
statewide educational television network in nation; improved educational
facilities for the handicapped; sponsored legislation to establish five additional community
colleges; state
financial support of education increased by 84 per cent.

Turned deaf ear to Kentucky's school teachers during 1970 session.

Received Joseph P. Kennedy International Award for his contribution
and accomin the field of mental health.

MENTAL HEALTH

plishments

PARKS AND
RECREATION

• Created six new state parks; developed a string of small man
-mode lakes; added
15,000 acres to state recreational facilities.

CRIME CONTROL .

Cleaned up organized crime, including narcotics peddling and prostitution,
in Newport; cracked down on crime throughout the state.

TAXES

Only favors a severance tax on minerals. Opposes increase of cigarette
tax; opposes
raising property taxes; favors return of state taxes to local communities through revenue sharing.
•
- -•

HIGHWAYS AND
ACCESS ROADS

460 miles of, interstate and parkway routes completed, 500 more
miles planned under Combs' administration; gives highest priority now to access
and farm -to-market
roads.

HEALTH AND
WELFARE

capped,

Created nation's first Deportment of Child Welfare; increased state aid for the handiretarded, and tuberculosis victims; 72 new projects started or completed;
created 48 TB outpatient clinics.

Served as state co-chairman of March of Dimes.

PROGRAMS FOR
THE ELDERLY

Favors real estate tax exemption for first $6,500 of assessment on owner-occupied
single residehces for persons over 65; favors change in Social Security laws to assure
increased benefits for the elderly.

Helped kill "pass through legislation" which would have afforded higher Social
Security payments to Kentuckians.

AGRICULTURE

Built $6 million Agricultural Research Center at University of Kentucky, in Lexington.
Gave Kentucky farmers complete cooperation.

Supports severance tax on cool, is opposed to severance tax on oil and

gas.

Vice Chairman of State Turnpike Authority. While It. Governor, and as acting
Governor, permitted overweight trucks to destroy our highways.

BERT COMBS for GOVERNOR
MAN OF KENTUCKY

. FOR KENTUCKY

JULIAN CARROLL FOR LT. GOVERNOR
Paid for by Calloway County Committee for Combs-Carroll, Carl Stout. Sr anti
•

in Christopher. ('o

airmen

a •

rs

a nie Stu

e meld. (minty

air-Woman.
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THE LONGEST WAIL..
543,400-

1)11

475,200-

1967- 485,000

131..biNs Infantry diviTROOP BC11.1.1t
sions disembark at Saigon in September, increasing -advisory force" from 11,000 to 16,000 men. Death by booby trap and guerrilla
terrorists became a new way of life for American GIs. (Not until June, 1465, were U.S.
troops officially authorized to counter-attack

APRIL, (969

414,900

AR, TO AMERICAN MEN, is a dirty, disagreeable business, to be gotten over as
soon as possible so that we, as a nation, can
get along with what we were happily engrossed
in . making life more useful and satisfying.'
—Th. Infantry Journal: 1943
"W• are determined to fight for independence, national unity, democracy and peace. A
struggle, whether military or diplomatic, must be
long and hard before complete victory can be
achieved." —No Chi Minh: May 8, 1954
World War II lasted five years and 24 days,
Korea—three years and 32 days. VIETNAM ...

W

1969

I

I

61)(1

284,1Hsi

si

twenty years and counting.
Officially, Department of Defense military
records on Vietnam begin "1 January, 1961."
However, U.S. involvement began June 27, 1950,
when the first military advisers and American
weapons arrived to aid South Vietnamese forces.
By September, 1951, we had signed a mutual
defense agreement and economic aid pact with
the Saigon govoeament,
On July 8, 1959, two American servicemen
killed by Viet Cong guerrillas began the list of
dead that now numbers more than 44,000
and THE LONGEST WAR grinds on.

FOR SALE

uy Mobile

AVENTORY AMU&
HOMES SELLING A'
OUR TOTALLY NEVI

New Decors, nein
We H

\ L, 1971

RENTAL P

184,301)

Never Km
Bring your best d

1964- 23,800
---1963- 17,000
•Ire,

111
,
8'

50,000- ,ii•NE, 1972

Increase and decrease of

-

EISENHOWER
Jon. '53-Jos. '61
Increased Truman's
program of economic
aid to South Vietnam. Established
Military Assistance
Advisory Group in
1955 (increased
from 327 to 685
members by 1961).

f.r,4kF'go'Utl Vietnam.

KENNEDY
Jon. '61-Nov. '63
Advisory force raised
to 18,600 men in 22.
months. Green Beret
guerrilla specialists
trained. New military
command headed by
General Paul Harkins.
We will help Vietnam
"preserve its independence
:
" said Kennedy.
'

IN OCTOBER, BERKELEY was site of the first 111d0, war protests, beginning student
violence acrovi the country. Voices against the war crescendoed: Chicago riots, Aug., 1968
250,000 marched on Washington. Nov.. 1969 . . Kent State, May 4. 1970, four dead.

- JOHNSON
Nov. '634an. ID
Gulf of ronkin
Resolution empowered president
to "repel any armed
attack against . . ."
U.S. forces in Vietnam. June, '65—U.S.
forces authorised
to attack. 1969-- Paris Talks begin.

NIXON
Jos. '69—
New policy: expanded peace talks, maximum battle pressure
and first troop withdrawals, "Vietniunization," wjir widened to
Cambodia and Laos.
"Peace at any price
Is not peace."—
March, '71

Highway 641

Murray, Kenh

IATTIRE
SCHNA
male, good Jog
7534371.

1967

14 *T. EVINRUDE Ph
inbbard-outboard, tilt t
8x60 Swimming float,
pontoons, aluminum I
Fiberglas water bicych
passenger. Atlas Edgetri
used one time. A. G. Ander
mile South 444 on Lake
Drive, Pine Bluff Shores.
4364431.

BOMBING OF
NORTH Vietnam,
begun August 5,
1964, reached the
capital city of Hanoi
in June. 1965 -1968:
U.S. pieties dropped
3 million tons of
bombs on North

PLAYER PIANO, comple
needs reworking. Mani
available also. See a
Johnson Blvd.

4,
rl,
paraded
CAPTURED AIR FORE PILOT Lt. C01. Jameii" ughe,
In Hanoi. By April, 1971, U.S. aircraft losses were 7,553 and POWs 462.
-1 all#0
11601V
X
PIVOTAL POINT TO TACTICAL warfare was the I r
battle for Hue, spiritual capital of all Vietnam. U.S.
Marines fought the first organized Viet Cong in
bloody house - to - house action. Toll of the 25 - day
siege: 7,500 homes destroyed more than 8,000 killed.

PRICE II

NINTH BATTALION MARINE was one of the first of 25,000
to head home under President Nixon's new withdrawal plan

1970

TWO ANGUS bulls.
registered year old past.
4984459.

52 FT. ALUMINUM Fl
boat and 4 H.P. Johnson
$150.00. Also 1965 Corvair 1
Good condition. 8395.00.
767-4427.

TRAVEL TRAILER, new,
self contained. 23,000
Whirlpool air conditioner.
7534825.

1969

16 FT MARK TWAIN run120 H.P. Inboard-Out
Phone 753-4148 after 4:00 p.
M22C

LARGEST VARIETY of
in Kentucky. No mere
prices. Country Boy Stor
Army Surplus Folks. 9
from Hopkinsville, Juncti
117& 164. Open Sundays ur
p.m.
GRIM-FACED MARINE carries elderly Vietnamese villager
to an evacuation helicopter during sweep toward Cambodia.

1971

COLLEGE STUDENT wt
sell 12:44 mobile home
model. Two bedrooms. Lib
Phone 753-8844 after 6:00 p.
M2514IC

I
et our De
Seed Corn
• Atrizen • Lora
• Lasso

• Hood Soybean
• Dare Soybean
• Wayne Soybean
Farmers Groin
Sewd Co.
Quality Field Seed
Service Railroad

«)I

THE. SEVEN-WEEK INVASION of Laos
was proclaimed by some critics as Vietnam's Dunkirk. And the U.S. helicopter became a new force in mobile warfare. "Choppers" by the hundreds swarmed with pre'cision through mountain passes and over
Jungles from dawn to dusk through showers of enemy gunfire. They directed troops,
gave cover-fire, dropped and evacuated men
and supplies
sometimes complete bases
were moved in minutes. Results? 600 helicopters flew more than 30,000 missions; 102
were lost ( $33 million( and 66 U.S. crewmen died. These are the flying horsemen
of the United States Air Cavalry,

I SI‘bii‘i

a
,A• .41

THE >
COST
IN
DOLLARS

.0

SOUTHEAST ASIA SUPPORT
1954-1965

$3.1 BILLION

1968

. $26.5 BILLION

1966

$5.8 BILLION

1969

$28.8 BILLION

$20 1 BILLION

1970

$32 2 BILLION

1967

16-YEAR TOTAL—$116 5 BILLION

THE
COST
IN
LIVES

TWO GOOD used 4 H.P.
1
2 H.P.,0
mowers. One 3/
H.P. Tillers. Bilbrey's
liome Supply,2ftl East Mai
M24C

WITH NOTHING LEFT to hold onto but each other, these refugee
children represent the millions of homeless and hungry left in the
wake of the war machines cfiss-crossing their homeland The
LONGEST WAR grinds on .
in their future .. in our future

TOTAL U.S. DEATHS TO APRIL 1971: IN HOSTILE ACTION-44,788
OTHER CAUSES-54,388
SOUTH VIETNAMESE KILLED
200,000
TOTAL U.S. WOUNDED
296,911
ALLIED FORCES KILLED
.
4,41
CURRENT U.S. NOSItIG
1,038
NORTH VIETNAMESE KILLED
726,961
CURRENT U.S. CAPTURED
462
sok
TOTAL DEAD (BOTH SIDES): 1,030,548

PRI

1962 22'
185 h.p. Gra
_
Extr
Origir

PRICEI

Phone 7511

Ve:
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get the job done
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Buy Mobile Homes Wholesale
INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT SALE - PRESENT
HOMES SELLING AT OUR COST - COME SEE
OUR TOTALLY NEW FRANCHISE
New Decors, new Floor Plan, new Financing!
We Have The Exclusive

RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN
Never Knowingly Undersold!
Bring your best deakin and watch us beat it!
.A0

PRICE MOBILE HOME
CENTER
Highway 641 South
Murray, Kentucky

Beside Holiday Inn
Phone 753-3640

FOR SALE

:k
NOTICIP7,

NOTICE

ONCE IN a lifetime paint deal.
Thousands of gallons, top quality, r
standard brands, as low as $2.47
ELECT
per gallon. Country Boy Stores.
HOCKENSMITH
FREEMAN
The Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 &
164. Phone 885-5914. Open SunFOR
days until 4:00 p.m. It pays to
OF AGRICULTURE
COMMISSIONER
M31C
take a look.
QUALIFIED - FARMER
7 YEAR OLD saddle mare with
ill CHILDREN
FAMILY MAN
big horn saddle and bridle.
Saddle has padded seat, and is
Paid Political Advertisement
AINIMINEIMINNNY
only one year old. Phone 753-8251
M25C
or 753-2307.
GARAGE SALE: All day
Saturday and Monday. Various
items; including Honda 450,
helmet, clothes, games, men's
suits, size 40 regular, girl's
dresses, sizes 7 and 9. 1606
1TP
Catalina, 753-5917.
TOY POODLES,black and white.
Chinchillas, $15.00 each and
equipment. Phone 7531862.
June24C
MOVING MUST SELL!! 1970-360
Yamaha Enduro, 35 MM
Yashica camera with telephoto,
aquariums, chess set, dresser,
radio, washer, desk,-Iiinps,
paintings and other items. Phone
7534949.
M25C

NOTICE This is a reminder that City of Murray Business
A 1Q%
Privilege and Vehicle Licenses are
penalty will be added June 2, 1971. All City
Licenses are available at the City Clerk's office
in the City Hall Building.

Vote For
R. K. "KENNY' GRANTZ

FOR RENT
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, 1714
stove,
Wells
Ext., with
refrigerator, air conditioner.
Couple only $50.00 deposit, $115.00
month or $100.00 month if paid sir
months in advance. Phone 753-M24P
3696 or 313--842-2612.

I

NICE THREE bedroom brick
home in Plainview Acres. Phone
TFC
753-7903 after 5:00 p.m.

RENTING NOW for the summer
and fall; two bedroom apartment
with central air and wall to wall
carpet, tile bath and modern
kitchen. Best location in town
Phone 753-4331 after 5:00p.m.
June7C
UNFURNISHED, BEAUTIFUL,
Valarah Lee Apartment, two
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
utiltiy, bath. Carpeted. Airconditioned, dishwasher,
refrigerator, stove, garbage
disposal. South 16th Street,
across from Westview Nursing
M25C
Home.Phone 753-4974.
UNFURNISHED HOUSE, near
Court Square. Phone 753M22C
1573.

REAL =TARE TOR SALE REAL

TATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Beautiful Brick Home in Keenland Subdivision, Fully carpeted, plus central beat & air. Custom kitchen with double
oven, all built-ins. Paneled family room and large utility.
Slate entrance hall, spacious living room with draperies
included. Four Bedrooms, 2 Baths, double garage, and patio.
City school district. 1705 Johnson Blvd.

Phone 753-3869 for Appointment

HOUSE FOR SALE
like antique green this house is for YOU!
All built-in kitchen, family room, study pannelled in antique green. Matching brick
fireplace. Entrance, livi ag room, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths (one with double lavatories and mirrors).
Paved drive, double garage, utility. Central heat
and air, carpeted, all drapes stay. City school
district, two blocks from new high school. 1702
Audubon Dr., 753-8459, upper twenties. Appointment only please.
If you

HELP WANTED

NOTICE -

LARGE COMPANY has opening
Attorney General
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY for management trainee apMiNIATEIRE
SCHNAUZER GIRL'S 28 inch bicycle with stand
apartment for couple. Air and plicant. Must be aggresive, have
puppies, male, good ,pedigree. and basket. Good condition. QUARTER HORSE Mare, 5
Democratic Primary
carpet. Two blocks from 2 years of college and 'service
Phone 753-9371.
M24C Cheap. Phone 753-7796.
M22C years old, grey. Stands 141
2
/
University. Available June 10. exempt. Position availakie at
hands tall. Phone 753-8728. M2IIC
May 25
M22C once. Salery with excellent
7534172.
Phone
14 FT. EVINRUDE Playmate 36 INCH ALUMINUM storm
benefits. Jobs Unlimited Emto
like
would
Also
FOR
1967
$10.00.
Rent;
or
SALE
10'x50'
door,
Pa
d
See us for your Soybea
for by Grantz Attorney Cenersi
inbbard-outboard, tilt trailer.
ployment Agency, 1627 BroadMOBILE
Real
HOME.
10:53
Comm
NA
and
S
encyclopedias
Guinn
two
home,
of
bedroom,
Mobile
set
Trees
L.fr
FPne
Sy
510
saGsass
8x60 Swimming float, steel buy good
nice. See Brandon Dill after 4:00 way, Paducah, Ky. Phone 442- Seed, Inoculation ana
pontoons, aluminum ladder. boy's blue suit, size 20 slim. natural gas, 18,000 BTU air
M22C
p.m. at the Murray Drive In 8161.
M22C
included.
$2,600.00.
conditioner
753-7671.
Phone
two
Moly Mix and Solo for
Fiberglas water bicycle,
Theatre entrance. No phone calls
or
753-7410
Phone
436-5862.
M25C
passenger. Atlas Edgetrimmer, WINDOW FAN, General Elec11125C WANTED: DENTAL assistant. control of weeds. We
please.
4
1
used one time. A. G. Anderson,/
Would consider training for
tric, 3 speed, reversible.
mile South 444 on Lake Shore Originally $50.00, will take $25.00. DINETTE SET with extension
TWO BEDROOM trailer, air- position. Send qualifications and have Certified Hood and
condition.
Good
chairs.
four
and
Drive, Pine Bluff Shores. Phone Phone 753-7256.
OUR NEW ADDRESS
conditioned: One mile from city three references to P.O. Box 311,
M22C $30.00. See at Crass Furniture
Dare, also Non -Certified
M721'
4364431.
limits. Available June 1st. Can be Murray,Kentucky.
11.124C
526 SOUTH 6th STREET
TFNC
Co.
Hood and Dare.
seen anytime on Concord HighNINE GERMAN.Police puppies,
Murray, Kentucky
way at John F. Taylor's. No VACANCY for teacher aide in
PLAYER PIANO, complete, but six weeks old Phone 492M24P Headstart program of Murray.
Phone calls please.
needs reworking. Piano rolls 8248.
M22C 65 PURE CHAROLIAS cows and
We Pay Highest Cash
Applications may be made at
calves. 30 open registered
0
available also. See at 1511
and
9th
office,
Superintendent's
apartment,
2
Coming
heifers.
bedroom
Charolias
ONE TWO
Prices for Wheat, Corn
Johnson Blvd.
M22C THREE BEDROOM 121E64 unyears old, Pure bred, one half
furnished or unfurnished. Also Poplar Streets, through June 3.
furnished mobile home. 7 months
and
Soybean.
one two bedroom trailer. Phone This is an equal opportunity
TWO ANGUS bulls. One old, Comodore. Can be seen French Charolia.s bulls, coming 2
1C
years
Stockyard,
Estes
old.
West
M24C
employer.
489-2595•
registered year old past. Phone Sunday and Monday, Fox
CALL US FOR DAILY
Vienna, Ill. Phone days area
4924459.
„
umic Meadows E-11. Only 14,750.00. 618-6:4-7203
STUFF
k.2se
7121-140
ENVEL°
Or
area
nights,
618furnished
bedroom
TWO
LARGE
OUNATIONSI
Insurance paid until October
.each. No addressing or postage
M24C
upstairs apartment. Couples
52 FT. ALUMINUM FISHING 71.
M22C 658-5858.
complete
Send $1.00 for
PHONE 753 8220
boat and 4 H.P. Johnson motor.
preferred.Phone 7534781. M25C needed.
instructions to Mayfield Mail
$150.00. Also 1965 Corvair Monza. 14 FT. LONE STAR run-a-bout 1965 F350 FORD ONE ton, flat
Mayfield,
Fair and Efficient
FOR RENT or sale; 1967 10'x50' Order, P.O. Box 5,
Good condition. $395.00. Phone boat with trailer and 45 H.P. Scott bed dump, 4 wheel drive, front
M22C
Kentucky.
bedroom,
two
753Phone
wench.
Tutu
home,
Mobile
767-4427.
M26C electric start. Fully equipped,
Service To All
M25C
naturaL gas, 18,000 BTU air
excellent condition. Phone 753- 8548.
SERVICES OFFERED
FOR
conditioner included. $2,600.00.
TRAVEL TRAILER, new, 15 ft., 7423.
M24C
NEW AND used tractor tires.
Phone 753-7410 or 436-5862. M25C MOBILE HOME Transporters.
self contained. 23,000 BTU
Local and Nationwide. Insured,
Tractor
repaired.
flats
Speedy
Whirlpool air conditioner. Phone
"NEVER USED anything like
bonded, safe, reliable. Transit
7534825.
M22C It," say users of Blue Lustre service. Vinson Tractor Co.
FOR RENT
Homes. New Concord. Phone 436ITC
Your Vote Will Be Appreciated!
Phone 753-4892.
carpet cleaner. Rent electric
M22C
or 436-5515.
2197
16 FT MARK TWAIN run-a-bout,
Paid Political Advertisement
NICE FURNISHED
M22C PENTA TREATED lumber.
shampooer $1. Big K.
120 H.P. Inboard-Outboard.
WILL CARE for elderly man.
Resistant to rot and termites.
Phone 753-4148 after 4:00 p.m.
Old Concord Rd.
Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
Reliable nursing care. Phctne 753for
Ideal
boat
KENMORE
PORTABLE
and
docks
front
any
M22C
WILL BUY old hens, Monday,
girls.
college
M25P
1851.
loading dish washer, coopertone, weather exposed uses. Murray May 24th from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 REAL ESTATE FOR- SALE
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols two cycle. Used six months. Lumber Co., Maple Street, p.m. Murray Hatchery, 406 South
awriocH
Harbor near Paris
WE MOW yards! Phone 436-4488
ON
SUMMER AND FALL
M24C Murray, Kentucky.
ITC 4th Street.
in Kentucky. No increase in Phone 753-6949.
M28P
or 753-9077.
M22C Landing, three adjoining lots.
SEMESTER.
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
together
Sold
or
seperately
washer,
1970
GOBALT
FT.
18
and
Boat;
motor
dryer
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles SEAR'S GAS
RESPONSIBLE MAN wants full
$500.00
Phone 753Also furnished apartments
from Hopidnsville, Junction Ky. like new. Will sacrifice. 6x9 wool and trailer. 440 Magnum CAROL HILL will be returning to 6258 each.
part time employment in local
or
M22C
M24C Chrysler engine. Phone 436for college boys.
work at Judy's Beauty Salon on
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 rug. Phone 7534401.
Phone 706.2197.M27P
restaurant.
Nice private rooms with
2198.
M25C
M25P May 26,1971.
p.m.
M31C
for
privileges
kitchen
8x45 TRAILER; two bedroom,
BY OWNER: 132 Acre Farm,
college girls.
perfect condition. Furniture
PRO-MOW
12150 Trailer. Two ELECTROLUX SALES de Ser- Modern house; three bedrooms,
COLLEGE STUDENT wishes to practically new. Reasonable. FURNISHED
bedroom,
central
air-conditioning.
and
heat
C.M.
Ky.,
Murray,
213,
Box
vice,
air-conditioned,
carsell 12:44 mobile home, 1969 Phone 489-2214 days or 489-2367
PHONE 753-5865 days or
YARDS MOWED
pet, fenced in yard and un- Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Deep well, outbuilding. 1.3 acre
model. Two bedrooms. Like new. evenings and weekends.
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. or
101 Maple St.
753-3692
M24C
Base.
Corn
June21C Tobacco Base,24 acre
.Phone 753-7854. M24C mington,Kentucky.
derpuuung
Phone 753-8844 after 6:00 p.m.
on Sundays.
CALL 753-3575
M25NC
Phone 436-2289
M25NC
TWO SMALL Bull Dozers. One
AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
_ SERVICES OFFERED
FURNISHED APARTMENT,for
Clark 5 ft. blade, all hydraulic CHROME DINETTE set, ex- compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each. TWO
BEDROOM house with 4 summer or fall; for boys. Phone FUFtNITURE REFINLSHING
tension table and 4 chairs. Color
ft.
6
International
One
ram.
twin
Evans,
R.C.
Chrysler,
Ford,
AVAILABLE for grades
TUTOR
GM,
et our De
acres of land in Kirksey. Garage
753M25C All work guaranteed. Free
753-6546.
Blade, all hydraulic twin ram, grey. Good condition. Phone
June 5P and stable.
I through 6. Phone 7534759. M24C
Route 3, Murray.
Free
delivery
and
pickup
Seed Corn
p.m.
M24P
5:30
after
5983
Phone 753-5723. M21/P
one tilt trailer and one regular
estimate. Antique or natural CARPET CLEANING in your
• Atrizen • Lorox
ONE BEDROOM furnished finish. Jerry McCoy,753-,
Tandiun trailer. All in good
• Lasso
brick,
enBEDROOM
NOTICE
Private
home. Most 9x12 rugs just $9.95.
THREE
garage apartment.
condition. Phone 7534548. M25C GARAGE SALE; Selling furJunelOC Free
• Hood Soybeans
Newly decorated. Dinette di trance.
couple 3045.
Married
estimates. Call collect 247-*
niture, glassware, toys, some
• Dare Soybeans
Kitchen combination, air- preferred. Phone 753-6781. M25Ci ATTENTION-HOME
2456,Mayfield Carpet Cleanerantiques. Sale starts Saturday, ME\
owners.
Let
Itlx50 TRAILER, Liberty. Phone May n,from 8:00 to 4:00, at 1303
• Wayne Soybeans
• -,•M29NC
conditioned, dishwasher. two car
us completely cover your home s.
M25C Olive Blvd.
753.1710.
garage, Private lot, 802 N. 18th FURNISHED TWO bedroom with Reynolds weather tight
mnp
Fa rmars Grain
PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs
M24P apartment. Air-conditioned.
Street.Phone 753-5676.
Sead Co.
University. aluminum siding. Also we do rebuilt, refinished, restyled,
Near
only.
Couple
BUY
TO
WANTED
Quality field Seed & NEW HEAVY duty cutters with
soffitt and overhangs on brick. tuning and repairs. Jetton & Dyer
BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom Phone 753-4607 after 5:00 p.m.
heavy duty gear box, stump
Storm windows & door, shutters Piano Sales and Service. Cuba
Service Railroad Ave jumper
Murray.
brick, 2/
4 miles from
1
M22P
and solid tail wheel. Will WANT TO BUY; logs and
and carports. Free estimates. Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 328,
' Family room with fire-place,
cut up to four inch bush. Five foot standing timber. Also have for
Call Garland's Aluminum Ser- 8572. Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 p.m.,
TO RENT
WANTED
patio
baths,
two
kitchen,
riding
taillt-in
H.P.
4
TWO GOOD used
pick-up, $325.00. Also four and sale lumber and sawdust.
*ce, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or (Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to
Many
heat
radiant
garage,
and
2 H.P., One 4
1
mowers. One 3/
five foot pull type models. One Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
WANT TO RENT; house, un- Sedalia 328-8398.
JunellIC 4:00Saturday.
June 14C
lovely
this
Vecial features to
somis
•
y•••••
H.P. Tillers. Bilbrey's Car & and two row new and used three Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC
Phone furnished, 4 rooms or larger and
reasonable
home.
Very
Main.
East
210
Supply,
ilome
point cultivators. Vinson Tractor
M24C bath. In country within 10 miles
7534624 or 75:3-6759.
M24C
Company,753-4892.
of Murray. Contact Mr. Eugene
ITC
WANT TO BUY used screen or
Dunning, Route 2, Clinton
Let's
Send A
THREE BEDROOM brick; 3 Kentucky 42031.
storm door, 32180 and Myers
M25C
throughout,
carpeted
753Phone
pump.
well
old;
Years
Shallow
,
windows
and
M22C
2959.
E Patio, storm doors
COLLEGE PROFESSOR and
Plus screens, ideal for couple or
family wishes to rent older house
LOST & FOUND
small family. Shown by apnow or for fall. Phone
of all the people
poIntment only. Located at 1435 in country,
M24C"
753-9961.
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!
M31C
Catalina Drive.753-3213.
LOST: RED female Dachshund,
to Frankfort . . .
Phone
High.
Murray
of
vicinity
in
WANT TO RENT house in
1962 22' CENTURY CRUISER
M24C
753-8938.
AUTOS FOR SALE
country with small acreage
VOTE
Sorry, not more than ten persons per class.
185 hp Gray Marine Inboard Engine
Phone 753-8241 or 753-3531, ask for
CARD OF THANKS
1968 CHEVROLET MALIBU 307 Pam Bridgewater.
M25P
Classes Provided For Childten and Adults
- LOW USAGE automatic, power steering. Good
condition. First $1175.00 buys it. INFAMON
I want to express my gratitude
Extra Good Condition!
REPRESENTATIVE
Phone 753-4075 or 753-2202 after
Call .
to my many friends who visited
4:00 p.m.
Original Price '8,000.00
M22P
me and sent me cards while I was
and have our
in the hospital in Memphis,Tenn
PRICED TO SELL BY OWNER
voices heard!
N
want to say he much I. ap1966 INTERNATIONAL trtidik
preciated your Itmembrances
Paid Political
Phone 753-1722 or 753-4423 Nights
Phone 753-9416 or see at Union 76
Phone 753-3682 "
Thanks again
Advertisement
Station, Five Points.
6 /43IC'
Commodore Jones . M221'

SOYBEAN
GROWERS

WE HAVE MOVED!!

T. C. COLLIE
INSURANCE AGENCY

L

* VOTE FOR *

FRED WORKMAN

Murray City Council

MURRAY
WAREHOUSIN
CORP, Inc.

Hughes Paint
Store

CLASSIC GUITAR LESSONS

BOAT

TRUE
REPRESENTATIVE

Sign Up Today To Begin Immediately!

PRICED RIGHT

Ray Roberts

NAM'
ADS

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER

'fliE LEDGER & TIMES —MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE FOURTEEN
REBELS ARE DISAIM1NG
COLOMBO, Caylon (UPI)—
Youthful "Che Guevara" insurgents are laying down their
arms and merging with civilians to escape hunger and
government punitive operations,
an official statement said.
It said insurgent activity has
clined considerably since the
youths rampaged early last
month and nearly brought the
Republic to the brink of chaos.

Rodney Futrell
Rites Incomplete

Continued from Page 11

services for Mrs. Funeral arrangements for
Funeral
,
Pearl Canter of Lynnville were Rodney J. Futrell, age thirteen,
Dr. Sal fitiatarazzo, professor of held this morning at 10:30 at the remain incomplete. Friends may
education at Murray State Lynnville Church of Christ with call at the Max Churchill Funeral
Home after six p.m. today
the Dalton Vaughn officiating.
University, will deliver
commencement address at the Pallbearers were James Se-ay, (Saturday).
South Marshall High School on Max Davidson, Vernon McCree, The young boy of Worth,
Monday, May 24; at seven p.m. James Bruce, Jimmy Rotten, drowned Wednesday afternoon in
The speaker for the bac- and Howard West. Interment was a canal after he had fallen off a
calaureate service on Sunday at in the Lynnville Cemetery with railroad trestle where he was
two p.m.at the school auditorium the arrangements by the J. H. reported playing with some more
PUJIILIC HEARINQ
boys. His body was recovered two
be Rev. Rayburn Sullivan, Churchill Funeral Home.
Notice is hereby given by the will
the First Baptist Mrs. Canter, age 82, died hours later.
minister
of
Planning Commission for the
Thursday at the Murray. Survivors are his parents, Mr.
City of Murray, Kentucky, will Church, Benton.
and Mrs. Cottlan Futrell of
Valedictorian of the class is Calloway County Hospital.
hold a public hearing at 7:30 p.m.
Worth, Ill.; grandparents, Mr.
daughter
Lynn
Cent,
Miss
Bonita
June 1, 1971, at the Murray City
with IlMillimommommomming and Mrs. Jay Futrell of Hazel
Peter
Cent,
and
Mrs.
of
Mr.
Hall.
Route Two and Claude Rowland
4.0 average, and
The purpose of this meeting is a perfect
of Murray Route Eight; four
Carolyn
to conduct the public hearing on a salutatorian is Miss
sisters, Mrs. Margaret Fay
Kitty
proposed amendment to the Darnell, daughter of Mrs.
C. Darnell, Fair weather will prevail today Parks, Mrs. Geraldine Davis,
Cope
and
J.
Darnell
zoming ordinance to rezone
throughout Kentucky. Increasing Mrs. Brenda Beatty, and Mrs.
certain area in the City of with a 3.97 average.
graduates are
honor
Also
cloudiness tonight and Sunday Patricia Chastain, and one
Murray, Kentucky.
III, son of Mr. with scattered showers or brother , Charles Futrell, all of
Guy
Irvan
William
Resolved that the following
W.G. Irvan, Jr., Glinda thundershowers west late tonight the Chicago, Ill., area.
described area in the City of and Mrs.
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. spreading over the remainder of
Riley,
Murray, Kentucky, be rezoned
Reed the state Sunday.
from R-3 Residential District to Raymond Riley, Lee Ann
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Light change in temperatures.
R-4 Residential District.
All of the area that is in the Reed, Robert Pilgrim, son of Mr. Highs today and Sunday upper
Pilgrim, Mickey ?Os and low 80a. Lows tonight
present R-3 Residential District and Mrs. Ralph
that is located east of South 6th. Mathis, son of Mr. and Mrs. mostly in the 50s.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Street and between the south James Mathis, and Shirley
Lillie
property line of the vacant lot Joyce, daughter of Mrs.
Kentucky: The Extended
south of Dewey Lampkins Joyce.
through
residence property and north to
The Pennsylvania Depart- outlook, Monday
Vine Street.
ment of Highways is painting Wednesday, shows a chance of
.All interested parties are some highways near Harrisburg showers spreading over the state
Medially invited to attend this yellow, red, orange and green. Monday, ending in the west late
public hearing.
The idea: provide brightly col- Tuesday and over the east porMurray Planning Commission ored pavement at high-fre- tion Wednesday. Mild Monday,
cooler Tuesday and Wednesday.
Robert E.Moyer,Chairman 1TC quency accident locations.
Lows in 50s and 60s. Highs in 803
Monday and in the 70s Tuesday
,and Wednesday.

The Weather

SATURDAY—MO 22, 1971
Auditor of Public Accounts in the
Democratic Primary.
Four Democrats and two
Republicans are candidates for
their party nominations to the
Superintendent of Public Instructions post. The Democrats
are: Lyman Ginger, James
Graham, Lewis Johnson and C.
W. Snider. The Republicans are:
Myron Gleberrnan and Jewel B.
Hamilton:

Republican candidates are W.
James Host, Foster H. Spence
and Charlie Wright.
Also to be nominated ir
Tuesday's Primaries are thf
te Attorney General, Stet(
Treasurer, Auditor of Public
Accounts, Superintendent of
Public Instructions, Com.
missioner Agriculture, Labor anc Four Democrats and two
Statistics, Clerk of the Court 01 Republicans are also running for
Appeals and the Railroad Commissioner of Agriculture.
Commissioner from District 1. The GOP candidates are Ben
Four candidates are in the Allen Burns,and R. K. Keith and
running for the nomination for the democratic candidates are C.
Attorney General, all democrats. Harold Bray, Wendell P. Butler,
They are: R. K.(Kenny) Grantz, Freeman M. Hockensmith, and
Ed W. Hancock, Lambert Hehl, Henry C. Mathis.
and Anthony M. Wilhoit.
The
Democratic
and
Four Democrats are also in the Republican parties each have
race for State Treasurer: Walter three entrys in the field for the
Bromley, C. L Cutliff, Drexell nomination for Clerk of the Court
Davis, and Lyle L. Willis.
of Appeals. The Democratic
Mary Louise Foust and Tom hopefuls are Ed Hahn, Paul
Ray are listed on the ballot for Lynch and Frances J. Mills and

* CHARLES 0. DAVIS will support legislation
•
* improving the Criminal Justice System.
•
•
it
CHARLES 0. DAVIS will try in every way to
4`
* get insurance rates reduced for the good
4. automobile operator.
*
•
* VOTE and WORK FOR *

•

As The Next

41

*
*
*
*
* By United Press latersatiosal
NEW YORK—Police Commis*
*
* sioner Patrick V. Murphy,
* characterizing the killing of two
city policemen shot from the
l' rear
by unknown assailants:
*
*

Cool canvas uppers
• Soft, sponge cushioned innersoles
PVC soles
• Sizes: infants 5-8, girls 9-3, and
womens to 10 in assorted colors.

of

IN

LAMBERT
ATTORNEY
GENERAL
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY — MAY 25, 1971
Paid for by COMMITTEE for MEHL for ATTORNEY GENERAL 41111110
"
Clarence Phollips, Treasurvf, 239 lilluearass Streiet, Soutivate, Kentucky

Nylon Tops

EAGLE NEST, N.M.—Victory
Westphall, father of a Marine
killed in Vietnam, looking at
the 70-foot high walls of the
new Vietnam Veterans Chapel:
"The chapel is consecrated to
* ithe sacred purpose of peace
•land brotherhood among all
C mnfri

FAMOUS BRAND

HAIR SPRAY

ROYAL OAK CHARCOAL

CHARKETS

,.

Return

Davis' Willis
to the

City Council
Ward A
My pledge is to continue to serve all citizens of
Murray to the best of my ability.
I feel that my past and present work in the
community qualifies me to work with all citizens
to make Murray an outstanding City.
Paid political advertisement

,
.

100

The 75th annual convention of
the National PTA will be held in
Oklahoma City, Okla., May 2326. Highlight of the convention
will be the keynote address .of
the National PTA president,
Mrs. Leon S. Price. In this, she
will be
quality living and learning in America.
Prominent guest speakers
will include Ralph Nader, noted
consumer advocate, Dr. Sidney
P. Mariam! Jr., U.S. Commissioner of Education, and Art
Linkletter, TV and movie personality, who has devoted much
time in recent months in the
fight against drug abuse.
The Surrey Singers will entertain lit concert in the Grand
Ballroom at the Skirvin Hotel.
Among Kentucky PTA delegates attending will be Mrs.
George E. Whit e, Covington,
Kentucky PTA president, and
Mrs. Melvin Earles, Paducah,
president of First District, Kentucky PTA. More than 1,000
.delegates, representing 40,000 local PTA units, are expected.

LIMIT 8

Reg. 1.44
H.q.'s a real bargain.

* ACHIA NET
* JUST WONDERFUL
* SUDDEN BEAUTY

LIMIT 1

Hardwood charcoal briquos
made from hickory, oak and
other hardwoods.

13" Bar-B-Oue GRILL

Seen&H
Arounc
MurraN

This is just supposing
suppose you woke up
ning and overnight thi
things had happene
United States.
All paychecks slash(
cent.
40 million TV sets dei
14 out of every 15 mile
roads torn up.
60 million Americans t
back to the farm.
60 per cent of our sti
capacity abandoned
two-thirds of our pet
dustry.
19 out of every 20 can
junked.
2 out of every 3 miles
track torn up.
9 out of 10 telephones
and
7 out of every 10 h
down.
BY DOING ALL THIS,
(Continued on Pag

age 16, of South 11U
hearing for Stoat will
later date, according
Judge Robert 0. M
was released last it
custody of his parer
ficials said.

Sgt. Walter K
To Leave For
Of Duty, Viet

Annual PTA
Meet Set For
Oklahoma City

.•

United Press 1

Freddie Johnson,
Murray Route Three
in an altercation §ti
ten p.m. at Tom's Pi
according to Mull
Department and Co
Robert 0. Miller.
-es
Johnson was ti
small laceration of th(
laceration of the left
emergency room of t
Calloway County F
10:30 p.m. Saturda)
treated and dismisse
County Judge Milt
Injury to Johnson f

r

-

The Prim
Source of
In Murray
Calloway C

Johnson H
In Altercat

What a buy. You would expect
to pay up to 2.49 for these
100% Nylon flat knit shell
with mock turtle neck, back
zip. Assorted colors in a
wide selection of summer •
hades. Sizes* S-M-L.

What a buy on these 100% Nylon knit easy care
jamaica shorts. Choose from a wide assortment of
colors in sizes 8-16.

SAN FtAFAEL, Calif.—Svetlana Peters, the daughter of the
late Russian dictator, Josef
Stalin, commenting on the birth
of her daughter on Friday:
"'This little
girl makes
another strong link between
his country ane myself."

(Paid for by Charles0.Davis as his own Treasurer)

fli

work

HER

RAIN IN FLORIDA
KENTUCKY

*

• SENATOR from the FIRST
•
•
SENATORIAL DISTRICT
41
•

"Undoubtedly the
madmen."

Weather Forecast For May 25th
SNOW IN CANADA

Ladies

News

*

Researchers at the 'University of lllinois, hospital in
Chicago report that the propellants in atomizers that dispense drugs used by asthma
sufferers may cause abnormal
heart rhythms, the National
Safety Council reports.

••
SUNDAY & MONDAY
ONLY1
litjj4°e°1r
2
(15
P
e
R A/P1
MAY 23rd & 24th

*****************
CHARLES 0. DAVIS •i Quotes
••i will
vote against the appointment of the
•
•
From Th.
,441, Property

Value Administrator or "Tax
•
* Commissioner".
* CHARLES 0. DAVIS will not vote for another
,* raise in the Senator's salaries.

the Republicans are Elmer
Begley, Jr., Douglas D. Mosely
and Chester Rigsby.
George A. Ford and Wayne W.
Freeman are the two democratic
candidate for the nomination for
Railroad Commissioner from the
first railroad district.

Reg. 67C
Each

RAY 0 VAC
FLASHLIGHT
BATTERIES
REG.
88'b
EACH

sgt. Walter M. Kin
the first of June for a
with the United State
Vietnam. He has bee
in Texas for the
months.
The Army Sergean
wife, the former Bei
of Murray, and their
resided in Alaska for
while on his tour of
While he is in Vie
King and her son will
her parents, Mr. ark
Lamb,213 Irvan Stro
Sgt. and Mrs. Kink
returned from a via
mother, Mrs. Nina
Redwood Drive, Has
and are now at the L

LIMIT 2

0IL
TREATMENT
.DD TO TOO
OIL

Reg.- 2/600
Mfg. list 60e pkg. of two
factory fresh batteries in
either C or 0 cell. Guaranteed protection.

Cultured pearls and diamonds have always been the
best of playmates. This spring
finds them enjoying the game
of ringing the finger with wonder. The sheen, luster and fragility of pearls are highlighted
in gold settings oi roughened
textures shined over with
diamonds.

2FoR1
00
••

REPRESENTATIVE

ELECT KENNETH C. IMES 5th DISTRICT STATE REPRESENTATIVE

THE MAN FOR THE PEOPLE—ALL THE PEOPLE

MRS. ODELLE 1
Professional Wallet
Shoemaker, stand's
Alberta Korb, recor
Talent, treasurer.

